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EDITORIAL

D

ear Readers,

after one year from the first publication in October 2013, we

are glad to introduce you the Fall 2014 issue of Argo Newsletter.
It has been a year full of satisfaction for our newsletter both in
terms of readers (more than 5,000 viewers per issue) and in terms of
prestigious collaborations. We would like to thank everyone that has
given a precious contribution to the fulfillment of these great results.
Focusing on this issue contents, we begin with an important
research by Antonio Castagna in the Banking & Finance section: a
comprehensive study on the demand and the supply of collateral
internally originated by the banking activity and on the tools in
order to manage both. We continue through the section with an
article by Giuseppe Mammana that explains the change in bond
settlement procedures due to the introduction of the CSDR (Central
Securities Depositories Regulation) and its implication on overnight
market practicality. In the italian section Giampaolo Bon discloses an
update on the Additional Value Adjustments in derivative instrument
regulation following the new Basel III requirements on the subject.
The Energy & Commodities finance segment comes up with two important contributions. Viviana Fanelli and Alberto Lesca investigate
the existence of statistical arbitrage opportunities in the long-term relationship between natural gas futures prices and a portfolio of replicating assets traded in the equity markets. It follows the crash course
put forward by Lionel Lecesne and Andrea Roncoroni: in this third
part Lionel Lecesne introduces the class of "convex" measures of risk.
We conclude as usual by encouraging submission of contributions for the next issues of Argo in order to improve each time this
newsletter. Detailed information about the process is indicated at
the beginning. Thanks again for downloading Argo: it has been
a great year and we hope to continue on this path in the future.
Enjoy your reading!
Antonio Castagna
Andrea Roncoroni
Luca Olivo
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Collateral Management
Processes, Tools and Metrics

Collateral management will be a crucial activity in the financial industry.
Antonio Castagna introduces
a framework to analyse the supply
and the demand of collateral internally originated by the banking activity, the tools to manage both and
the targets that should be aimed at.
Antonio CASTAGNA

in an equivalent contract with another counterparty,
suffering a limited (possibly nil) loss depending on
the fraction of the NPV on default that has been
already liquidated by the defaulting party. Hence,
collateralisation is one of the possible counterparty
credit risk mitigation techniques.
The liquidation is in practice operated by posting collateral, which we are going to define as follows:
Definition 2. Collateral is the form in which the NPV
is liquidated in the collateralisation process. It can be in
cash or in some other liquid assets that have to fulfill a set
of predefined requirements so that they can be considered
“eligible”. Cash is the simplest and most certain form of
liquidation; when eligible assets are posted as collateral,
rules to convert them in cash equivalent are employed
(e.g.: haircuts).

1

e start by giving our definitions for the
collateralisation of a contract and for the
collateral.

W

Definition 1. We define collateralisation the liquidation
of the negative Net Present Value (NPV) of a contract
from one party to the other, for whom the NPV is specularly positive. The liquidation can be total (100% of the
negative NPV is liquidated to the other party), or partial
(only a fraction of the NPV is liquidated).

The reference to “liquidation” immediately suggests that the collateralisation activity is tightly
linked to the liquidity management of a bank: this
is true for at least two reasons. Firstly, the bank can
receive or deliver cash (or alternatively liquid eligible assets) due to the collateralisation agreements,
so it has the problem to effectively invest or re-use
the incoming liquidity (if this is possible, as we
will see below), or to fund the outgoing liquidity.
Secondly, the collateralisation strongly affects the
liquidity policy of the bank and the set up of the
counterbalancing capacity by means of the liquidity
buffer.
As explained in Castagna and Fede [9], ch. 7,
one of the three causes of the necessity to build
a liquidity buffer is the collateralisation activity;
depending on the existing collateralised contracts
and portfolios, the expected (or even unexpected,
as shown below) future needs for collateral posting
imply a suitable amount of cash and other liquid

When a financial contract provides for the execution of the obligations to be performed, by one
or both parties, on a single future date or several
future dates, then one or both parties are exposed
to the counterparty credit risk. This is the risk that
the counterparty defaults and the contract has a
positive NPV to the survival party. The NPV is
the expected net present value of the future obligations stipulated in the contract. This is the typical
situation for OTC derivative contracts.
The collateralisation anticipates the realisation
of the net present value of the future obligations by
the liquidation of the NPV to the party for whom it
is positive, so that, in case of couterparty’s default,
the surviving party is able to replace it by entering

1 We would like to thank Andrea Bugin of Banca IMI for pointing us some errors in an earlier version of the paper. Any other error
is solely ours.
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assets to be held. Beyond in a trivial fashion cash,
these assets coincide most of times with the eligible
assets that can be delivered, as provided for in the
collateral agreements. Hence the liquidity buffer,
in its dimension and qualitative composition, is affected by the existing collateral agreements. On a
broader scale, the links between collateral on the
one hand, and the liquidity and funding on the
other hand, will hopefully be clearer at the end of
the article after the discussion and the analysis we
will present.
Following the definitions and the considerations
above, the collateral management can be defined as
follows:

the aggregated supply and demand of collateral at
a systemic level.
Aggregated Demand for Collateral
The current financial environment is experiencing
an increase of the demand for collateral mainly due
to three factors:
- there is a constant shift from unsecured to secured funding, mainly driven by updated and
refined risk evaluation models, economic capital assessment, and a general deleveraging in
the financial industry;
- centrally cleared and bilaterally margined
derivative contracts require more initial and
variations margin.

Definition 3. The collateral management is the optimal
management of the collateralisation activity in terms of
reduction of credit exposures, funding costs, liquidity
and market risks, across the entire banking activity, i.e.:
all products and business units.

- the new international regulation Basel III and,
in Europe, the directive CRR/CRD IV, are raising the requirements for the amount of liquid
assets that banks must hold on their balance
sheets;

This definition refers only the front-office aspect of collateral management, which is also the
“modern” aspect not particularly important in the
past. Actually, the collateral management used to
be mainly a mid- and back-office activity, with a
faint attention to the economic and financial effects
on the more general banking activity; it used to
focus only on the operational, execution, documentation and legal aspects. Obviously all of them are
still part of the collateral management also today,
but the attention on the costs, the risks and more
generally the economic repercussions of the collateralisation activity is definitely a new perspective
started only in the last few years.
This article provides a general overview of the
collateral and of the collateralisation according to
said “modern” point of view: after a brief discussion of systemic issues related to collateral, we introduce a general framework to analyse the bank
internal demand and supply of collateral. Then we
dwell on some of the components of the framework,
which also are the main tools for the front-office to
manage properly the collateralisation activity. The
final part is devoted to the organisational changes
that the “modern” collateral management implies.

It should be stressed the the increased demand
for eligible assets due to the international and European regulation are not strictly originated by requests to post collateral by counterparties. The
regulations pose constraints for the banks on the
minimum amounts of cash and high quality liquid assets to hold (liquidity buffer): these assets can
possibly be used as collateral when required by
counterparties or by the terms of the contracts in
any case. But they can also be sitting in the liquidity
buffer and never be posted in collateral since the
bank could never have to match requests to post
collateral.
The increase of the collateral demand was estimated between $100 billion and $4 trillion, depending on the different studies conducted by international organisations, consulting companies and
banks.2
Aggregated Supply for Collateral
The aggregates supply is basically provided by the
issuers of eligible assets. They are:

Aggregated Supply and Demand for Collateral

- governments and supra-national entities;

The main focus of this work is not the study of
the systemic mechanics and risks related to collateral operations. In any case, before analysing the
bank’s internal supply and demand of collateral, it
is worth having a quick look on the factors affecting

Clearly, where it can be assumed in most cases
that governments’ and supra-national entities’ issuance are characterised by high credit quality and
by a liquid secondary market, it is less obvious that
corporate bonds and stocks have these features, so

2 For

- corporates;

a quick overview of the several estimations made by different organisations, see the ICMA report authored by Hill [13].
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- monetary authorities’ policy can be positive
for velocity of collateral, e.g.: Federal Reserve’s Reverse Repo Program (RRP) and
Bank of England’s Special Liquidity Scheme
(SLS).

that only a limited number of private issuers can
actually provide eligible assets to the market, and
they are very likely backed up by a government
guarantee.
The supply does not depend only on the total
outstanding amount of eligible assets, but it mainly
depends on the amount actually offered to the market by the holders, so that the use as collateral is
possible. If holders of the eligible assets are not
keen to supply them to the market, due to a variety of reasons that we will shortly see, then the
actual supply is much smaller than their outstanding amount. So the total outstanding amount of
eligible assets represents only a theoretical limit,
but this limit can be broken in any case (even if
the total amount is not actively traded), since the
same asset can be used more times as collateral every time the re-hypothecation is allowed. Then we
need to introduce the velocity of collateral, which is
somehow strictly linked to the supply of collateral.

Once the velocity of collateral is considered, the
supply of collateral (AS) is given by the actual supply of assets that can be used as collateral (ACS)
times the velocity of supply (VC): this has to match
the demand for collateral (CD):
CD = AS =⇒ CD = ACS × VC
Hence, the total aggregated supply of collateral crucially depends on the velocity.4 Given an increase
of the aggregated demand for collateral, a fixed aggregated (actual) supply can be compensated by a
higher collateral velocity. We can safely affirm that,
starting from now and surely in the future, the collateral velocity will play the main role in ensuring
a smooth working of the financial markets.

Aggregated Velocity of Collateral

Towards an Integrated Collateral Management

The concept of velocity of collateral was analysed
by Singh [15]. He defined the velocity of collateral
as the ratio of the total collateral posted (PC) during
a given period, to the primary sources of collateral
(SC):
PC
VC =
(1)
SC

The evolution of collateral management from a legal
and operational process, has required financial institutions, mainly banks, to raise their awareness of
the need for an Integrated Collateral Management
(ICM). The areas that are involved in the process
of designing and implementing an ICM process
are essentially: IT Infrastructure, Risk Management
Analytics, and Organisation. In Figure 1 we summarize the main problems for each of the areas.
The technological infrastructure must be able to
directly connect to the CCPs (or to Clearing Brokers in case of indirect clearing), and, possibly, with
any counterparties with which the bank has a CSA
agreement. The above is the minimal structure necessary to automate:

According to Singh’s estimations, the ratio moved
from a level of 3 in 2007 to 2.4 in the end of 2010.
This decline can be explained by two factors: the increase of collateral haircuts and the general deleveraging of the financial systems.3 In more detail, the
velocity of collateral is affected by several factors:
- the infrastructure (or, plumbing, to stress the
fact that we talking about liquidity): limitations in the settlements, lack of standardisation and poor tri-party operations hinder the
velocity;

- margin calls (mainly of cleared transactions)
on a daily basis;

- well organised and efficient Funding/Treasury desks in banks increase the
collateral velocity, via market-making, asset
lending, collateral transformation;

- reconcile changes in value of collateralised
contracts;
- pledge, receive and segregate collateral;

- international/national regulations may create incentives or disincentives to increased
velocity, e.g.: higher liquidity buffers inhibit
the circulation of eligible assets that will be
sought to match regulatory ratios;

Obviously the integration of the ICM with other
existing internal systems that will deliver relevant
information is required to work seamlessly. In particular, the creation of central repositories of collateralisation agreements (i.e.: the contractual terms

3 For

more details, see Singh [15].
the above mentioned ICMA paper, Hill [13] prefers to use the term fluidity, instead of velocity. The two quantities clearly are the
same: for a thorough discussion of all the factors affecting the velocity (or fluidity) of collateral, we refer to Hill [13].
4 In
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FIGURE 1: Integrated Collateral Management System.

defining how collateral must be exchanged) and of
the corresponding the directories of eligible assets,
are essential for achieving ICM.

The ultimate goal is to optimise collateralisation,
subject to the constraints applied by the main variables involved (funding cost, haircut, asset volatility, evolution of supply and demand for collateral,
etc.). The ability to use a wide range of assets
to manage liquidity and to cover margin calls on
derivatives, originates from the margining requirements for both, transactions cleared through a CCP
and bilateral transactions, in addition to the capital charges imposed by the Basel III regulatory
framework. Collateral held towards OTC derivatives transactions is very likely to increase in near
future. In this scenario, there will be a significant
reduction in the availability of "eligible" securities
in the face of a significant increase in the cost of
raising them.

Closely related to the technology aspect is the
methodological one: the value change of collateralised transactions and the consequent reconciliation and exchange of collateral are possible only
relying onto precise and validated valuation models.
Furthermore, new metrics must take into account
the collateral value. In fact, in addition to Counterparty Credit Value Adjustment (CVA), which measures the expected losses originated by the credit
risk of the counterparty (accounting for the risk mitigation by the collateral), other measures such as
the Liquidity Value Adjustment (LVA), which takes
account of the difference in performance between
the collateral and a risk-free security and the Funding Value Adjustment (FVA), which incorporates
the cost of funding, inclusive of the collateral cost,
will be the new metrics to consider when valuing
primary and derivative contracts and manage their
risk.5

Collateral transformation7 will become then a key
strategy for banks. In fact, Market Makers and
Institutional Clients will be required to hold a significant buffer of collateral to meet margining demands, both as initial margin (IM) and as variation
margin (VM). There follows that also collateral
optimisation will become a significant strategic activity. As the cost of the collateral will increase,
collateral management and its optimisation will be
the guiding criterion for efficiency.

Conversely, whenever the collateral is represented by securities, a bank must have models that
value such security, also simulating its future value
inclusive of the haircuts.6 Both aspects, within the
ICM paradigm, should be integrated in order to
forecast (as an expected, or stressed, value) the need
for collateral, thus allowing the design of strategies
for locating it. It implies therefore the creation of
tools for margin simulations (initial and variation)
for cleared and bilateral transactions.

Those banks that can efficiently manage cleared
and bilateral margining will enjoy a significant competitive advantage. On top of this shakeup of the
technology infrastructure and methodology policies, there must be a full revision of the bank organisation. In other words, another integration must

5 See Castagna [6] and Castagna and Fede [9] for a discussion of how these adjustments have to be included in the valuation of a
derivative contracts. For a thorough formal treatment, see also Brigo, Morini and Pallavicini [4], even if we do not fully agree with all
the adjustments they consider, namely the DVA. For the definition of relevant adjustments, see Castagna [8].
6 We will discuss about this in more details below.
7 We will analyse later on collateral transformation strategies.
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FIGURE 2: The building blocks of the Integrated Collateral Management.

take place within the departments involved in the
collateral management: Treasury Department, Risk
Control, Legal and Back Office.
It seems straightforward to think that, in the
design of a new organisational model identifying
responsibilities, the pledging activity should be the
responsibility of the Front Office. We outline here
two possibilities, although not necessarily alternative and non-exhaustive:

we will dwell more on this in the last part of this
work.
The Back Office will be certainly affected by the
change due to an increase in the number of collateral exchanges and the Legal Department will
be likely required to advise on a growing number
of disputes in valuations and assessments. Risk
Control/Management, to a different degree, will
have to monitor credit exposures, the valuation of
the collateral mitigating the credit risk, the cost of
funding and in general costs related to locating and
segregating the collateral. Also, aspects related to
the liquidity of the bank will be measured and controlled in the context of collateralisation. Finally, a
dramatic increase of transactions will translate into
higher operational risks (and consequent monitoring).
Last, but not least, banks should design a system of internal transfer pricing for collateral, to
supplement existing systems, allowing for a proper
allocation of costs among the relevant departments.
FVA and the LVA should constitute the essential
tools for the design of such a system of internal
transfer pricing.

- Responsibility assigned to the existing Treasury or Repo Desk, in both cases by extending
the job description by virtue of the new ICM;
- Creation of a Collateral Management Desk,
with a job description defined in the ICM,
and with a strong emphasis on collateral management skills.
The first option plays on the efficiency of such
choice as it simply extend activities already carried
out by the departments and the ability to leverage
on the clear interdependence of ICM with liquidity
and funding management and Repo transactions.
However, despite these advantages, the second solution allows for the creation of a department that
has a precise focus on collateral management and
the necessary skills in order to achieve an effective
collateral management optimisation. In any case, it
will be a desk with strong ties to the Treasury and
Repo Desk. Actually, if we mean with Treasury the
desk that manages the liquidity and the funding of
the bank, then we strongly support the set-up of a
new macro-desk, the Treasury, which includes the
Repo, Collateral Management and Funding Desks:
Fall 2014

The Structure of the ICM
The building blocks of the ICM are shown in Figure 2. In short, one has to consider, on the one
hand, the supply and, on the other hand, the demand of collateral, both produced internally by the
bank’s activity. Hence, we are not talking here of
the systemic supply of collateral, in terms of available eligible assets and their liquidity in the market;
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nor are we analysing here which are the causes
for a global variations of collateral demand: both
systemic demand and supply were examined in the
previous dedicated chapters. In this section, we are
rather interested in understanding which are the
causes strictly related to the bank’s activity, which
induce a demand of collateral by bank’s counterparties; and we are also interested in studying how
this demand can be fulfilled by the internal ability of the bank to generate a sufficient supply of
collateral.

not necessarily, issued by an issuer with excellent or
good credit standard and they are actively traded
in a liquid market. Purchased assets are the only
source linked to the existing balance sheet: they can
be immediately used to match collateral requests
by counterparties and no operation is needed other
than pledging the available security that is accepted
for collateral purposes.
Assets can be also received via reverse repo or
buy/sell back agreements, via security borrowing
and, finally, via collateral swaps: these are the main
collateral management market instruments.8 In all
these cases, eligible assets are not already present
in the balance sheet of the bank, but they are added
on it by closing one or more of the mentioned contracts, which all allow the re-hypothecation of the
assets by the party that receives them.

Internal Demand for Collateral
The demand for collateral for a single bank is originated by:
- the collateral agreements embedded within
typically derivative, but not only, contracts;

Another form of supply is the collateral received
by counterparties with which the bank closed contracts providing for some form of initial and/or
variation margining. In these cases, the collateral
has to be re-hypothecable according to contracts’
terms.

- the collateral requests for received loans;
- collateral for asset backed securities.
Clearly not all the causes of collateral require the
same type of collateral. If collateral for contracts
can be posted in cash and High Quality Liquid Assets (HQLA), the collateral for asset backed security
can be made also of illiquid bank assets, such as
mortgages.

A monitoring and management tool is linked
to each of the two elements of the ICM. In more
detail, the collateral supply is monitored by the
Term Structure of Available Assets (TSAA),9 and
the collateral demand is managed by the Allocation
Tools (AT). We will examine them below.

Internal Supply of Collateral
The internal supply of collateral is made of the total amount of eligible assets, owned by the bank
with different possible titles. In more detail, we can
identify the following sources providing collateral
to the bank:

The Term Structure of Available Assets
The The Term Structure of Available Assets (TSAA)
shows the amount of a security (and, on an aggregated basis, of all the securities) available for
collateral purposes and the corresponding collateral value on each date within a predefined time
horizon. The TSAA can be seen as an enhanced eligible asset inventory, since it does not only record
all the available eligible assets in the balance sheet
at present time, but it also keeps track of all the
movements during the specified horizon, and it assigns a value and a haircut to each asset for each
date within said horizon, so as to assess its value
as collateral. As such, the TSAA cannot be considered just as database: it relies also on modelling
tools besides a capillary monitoring of the trades
of several desks, which may produce a variation in
the available eligible assets.

- assets’ purchases;
- reverse repurchase agreements (repo);
- buy/sell back agreements;
- collateral (or liquidity) swaps;
- security borrowing;
- received collateral by other counterparties, if
re-hypothecation is allowed.
Assets purchased by the bank can belong to the
different portfolios (trading, banking book, available for sale (AFS)). The important feature they
need to have is being unencumbered, which means
that they have not been pledged yet for collateral
purposes; moreover, eligible assets are usually, but

In more detail, the TSAA is affected in several
ways by the following operations:

8 These market instruments deserve a detailed analysis of their own, which cannot be included within the scope of the present
article and which will be left to future research.
9 A thorough treatment of the TSAA, is in chapter 6 of Castagna and Fede [9].
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FIGURE 3: An Example of TSAA for a bond.

- Asset’s purchase and sale: TSAA is affected by
a purchase, since it records an increase of the
security for the amount bought. When the
asset expires, the TSAA records a reduction
to zero of its availability, since it does not exist anymore. During the life of the asset, the
availability is affected by the total or partial
selling of the position.

reverse repo transaction, the TSAA of the asset is increased for an amount equal to the
notional of the buy/sell back agreement; the
asset can be re-used as collateral, thus modifying further the TSAA. At the end of the
contract, the TSAA record a reduction in the
asset’s amount.
- Security lending and borrowing: similarly to
a sell/buy back transaction in terms of exchange of the asset, in a security lending
the TSAA of the asset is decreased for an
amount equal to the notional, since the bank
cannot use it as collateral or sell it until the expiry. Conversely, and similarly to a buy/sell
back transaction, in a security borrowing the
TSAA of the asset is increased for an amount
equal to the notional, since the bank can use
it as collateral, until the expiry of the contract,
hence producing additional modifications of
the TSAA.

- Utilisation as collateral: when the asset is delivered to match collateral request from a counterparty, the TSAA records a reduction for a
corresponding amount. If an asset is received
by the bank as collateral from a counterparty,
and if re-hypothecation (or, more in general,
re-use) is allowed, then the TSAA records an
increase for the corresponding amount.
- Repo and Reverese Repo: The TSAA of the asset is reduced for an amount equal to the
notional of the repo agreement. When the
asset is repurchased, the TSAA records an
increase of the available amont to the level
before the start of the contract. In a reverse
repo, at the start of the agreement the bank
receives the asset, which can be used as collateral by for other transactions until the end
of the agreement, when the obligation that
it has to be returned to the counteparty has
to be honoured by the bank. The TSAA of
the asset is increased for an amount equal to
the notional of the reverse repo agreement
until the end of the contract, and then TSAA
changes accordingly to the use as collateral
the bank may decide to make.

- Collateral (Liquidity) swap: the TSAA records
either an increase of the amount of the “upgrade” asset against a decrease of the amount
in the TSAA of the lower quality asset; or,
if the lower quality asset is not eligible and
then was not been included TSAA, there is
a just increase of the available amount in the
TSAA of the “upgrade” asset. Clearly, since
the re-hypothecation is allowed in collateral
swaps, the TSAA can be modified until the
expiry of the contract by the utilisation of the
asset as collateral.
An example of TSAA is in Figure 3, where, over
a period of 2 years, the availability of a bond is
shown considering the movements originated, in
this case, by its purchase, repo and reverse repo operations, and the final reimbursement by the issuer.
The example shows a TSAA with minimal features: it just indicates the available amount at
each date (with the related operation producing
the change) and the expected collateral value that
can be extracted from it given the (expected) price

- Sell/buy back and Buy/sell back: similarly to a
repo transaction, the TSAA of the underlying asset is decreased for an amount equal
to the notional of the sell/buy back contract.
Sell/buy back transactions produce a commitment for the bank at the end of the contract,
so that the amount of the asset comes back
to its starting level after the asset is repurchased. In a buy/sell back, similarly to a
Fall 2014
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and haircut. There is no attempt to take into account the future volatility of the bond’s price and
haircut, although the future value of the collateral
may be strongly affected by both. A robust ICM
should aim at building a TSAA that includes the
stochastic nature of the value of the eligible assets,
and also of the applied haircuts. In practice, it
should be possible for the bank to have a view of
the expected and stressed movements and value
(net of the haircut) of each eligible asset. The final
step is to consistently aggregate this information
at a portfolio level, so as to capture the potential
diversification benefits.10

will briefly hint here at how to model the initial
and variation margins.
Initial and Variation Margin Mechanics and Modelling
The initial margin (I M), despite the name, is often
updated by the CCPs on a frequent basis, usually
daily. It is a margin added to the variation margin
(V M) and it is meant to protect the Clearing House
from the default of one of its members, assuming a
given margin period of risk to redistribute the contracts on the surviving members. Every member of
a Clearing House has to post the initial margin and
it is held in a segregated account and it cannot be
re-hypothecated, differently from the V M.
At the time of this writing, the initial margin is
requested only by CCPs, in centrally cleared trades.
The new Basel III regulation requires that, starting from 2015, also bilateral margined OTC derivatives must have an initial margin: this too will be
deposited in a segregated account and cannot be
re-used.11
The V M is daily computed for each clearing
member, or counterparty in bilateral collateral
agreements, based on the variation of the NPV of
the contracts. Clearing members’ portfolios are typically netted per currencies; no specific rules exist
for bilateral agreements.

The Collateral Allocation Tools
By “allocation tools” we do not mean all the technology infrastructure needed to mobilise, post and
receive the collateral: it obviously is very important and it must unavoidably be set up if the bank
wants to make sure to properly run all the operations. Allocation tools rather are, at least in the
present work, the kit of all methodologies and the
applications which allow to monitor and manage,
in a timely and precise fashion, the risks inherent
to the collateral transfers related to agreements included in the existing contracts and which allow to
efficiently mobilise the collateral trying to reduce
the related costs.
Besides having a complete and detailed view
of the collateral requests by and to counterparties,
the tools should also make possible to have a view
in projected trajectories of collateral, so as to let
the bank to set up an informed and convenient
collateral provisioning plan.

EXAMPLE 1 As an example, we show below the set of rules for the I M for interest rate swaps of the LCH, which is a major
Clearing House worldwide in the OTC market.
- Initial Margin (I M), is daily computed for
each clearing member based on a proprietary
model (PARIS, which is basically a Filtered
Historical Expected Shortfall).

Foreacasting Tools
The forecasting tools for the collateral absorption
are of paramount importance to manage the collateral agreements with central counterparties (CCPs)
or other counterparties (via CSA agreements). In
this respect, initial and variation margins’ projections, at a portfolio and netting set level, take on a
preeminent role.
To estimate future collateral requests, the bank
needs to properly model the initial and variation
margins originated by the collateral agreements embedded in the live contracts. In the current (but very
likely also future) financial environment, derivative
contracts are the primary cause of collateral movements between counterparties: for this reason, we

- Clearing members’ swap portfolios are
netted per currencies.
- The I M can be posted in:
- Cash:
- Same currency as the notional of
the swap netted portfolios.
- It is remunerated at corresponding
O/N rate (e.g.: EONIA for EUR),
minus 30 bps. For major currencies,
this means that the remuneration is
negative, at the time of this writing.
- Bonds:

10 One possible approach to include the volatility of prices and haircuts is sketched in chapter 8 of Castagna and Fede [9]: they try
to model the future liquidity generation capacity of a portfolio of bonds held in the liquidity buffer. The liquidity can be extracted
either by directly selling the bonds (in which case, only the expected future prices matter) or by repoing out the bonds (in which case,
both prices and haircuts matter).
11 For more details, see BIS and IOSCO [3].
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- Same currency as the notional of
the swap netted portfolios.
- There is no remuneration.
- A haircut is applied depending on
the type of bond and on maturity.
- Limits to wrong way risk (for
example a bank cannot post more
than 20% of Treasury bonds of the
country it belongs to).
- Coupons are usually cashed in by
the bank since posted bonds are
replaced by other equivalent bonds
some days before coupon payment.
LCH’s

variation

margin

rules

post collateral, otherwise it will receive collateral.
Then, the net collateral received to bank at time t,
is given by:
C (t) = max[V (t), 0] + min[V (t), 0]
The collateral can be disentangled in two components:
- max[V (t), 0] ⇒ C (t) > 0: the bank receives
collateral;
- min[V (t), 0] ⇒ C (t) < 0: the bank posts collateral;
Given the margining frequency,12 the bank will
post or receive collateral depending on the variation of the NPV ∆V (t) of the netted collateralised
portfolio. This collateral posted or received is the
variation margin. The variation margin at time t is

are:

- Clearing members’ swap portfolios are
netted per currencies.
- VM can be posted in:

V M(t) = V M R (t) + V M P (t) =

- Cash:

= max[V (t), 0] + min[V (t), 0]

- Same currency as the notional of
the swap netted portfolio.
- It is remunerated at the
corresponding O/N rate (e.g.:
EONIA for EUR).

.
Suppose now that that at time t we have collateral C (t) and that the netted portfolio value to the
bank is V (t). The amount ∆C (t + δt) that should be
posted by the bank at time t + δt to the counterparty
is:
∆C P (t + δt) = min[V (t + δt) − V (t), 0]

Contracts centrally cleared are assisted by a netting agreement, and this is true in most cases also
for bilaterally margined agreements. Assume we
have i j = 1, ..., Ij contracts included in the netting
set j = 1, ..., J. Let Vi j (t) be the value of the i-th contract in the j-th netting set at time t. The exposure
to the CCP, or more generally to the counterparty,
is the (net) sum of the values of all the contracts, if
it is positive, included in each netting set:



ECPTY (t) = ∑ max
∑ Vij (t) − Cj (t), 0
j

On the other hand, the amount that should be paid
at time t by the counterparty to the bank is:
∆C R (t) = max[V (t + δt) − V (t), 0]
The bank has a potential credit exposure of ∆C R (t +
δt), if this amount is not paid by the counterparty;
the specular exposure suffered by the counterparty
is that the bank does not pay ∆C P (t + δt). To ensure an orderly replacement of the contracts of the
defaulting members, during the period δt, both
parties should post an amount of collateral equal
the potential exposure ∆CC (t + δt), with C = P, R.
The interval δt is defined margin period of risk (or
close-out period).
It is not possible to know with certainty which
is the future amount ∆CC (t + δt), given the volatility of the portfolio value. So, the exposure is reduced to zero with a given confidence level 1 − α,
given the assumptions made on the distribution of
the relevant risk factors. Assume that 1 − α = 1%:
then, with probability 99% the ∆C P (t + δt) the bank
should pay is fully covered at time t by an additional collateral posted, which is defined as initial
margin.

i

where Cj (t) is the market value of the collateral for
netting set j at time t. The collateral is set equal
to an amount such that the exposure is reduced to
zero; to simplify the notations, we will consider a
single netting set, so that:
ECPTY (t) = max[V (t) − C (t), 0]
where V (t) is the portfolio value for the netting set
at time t:
V (t) = ∑ Vi1 (t)
i

Since collateral covers the exposure of a party
to the counterparty, when V (t) < 0 the bank has to
12 Nowadays,
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the frequency is daily for bilateral collateral agreements and more times a day for centrally cleared contracts.
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Given the netted portfolio value V (t) to the
bank, the initial margin requested at time t by either
the other counterparties or by a CCP is:
I M P (t) = min[V α (t + δt) − E[V (t + δt)], 0]

not allow to identify the actual net position in collateral of the bank, taking into account the possible
re-hypothecation, and, secondly, because it does
not consider the existence of more netting sets. We
will focus then on the bank’s net negative collateral
position by expanding the analysis conducted so far.
This position represents how much the bank needs
at a given time t to match the collateral requests
by the CCPs and the counterparties. Basically, we
will determine the net demand for collateral, generated internally within the bank, which cannot
be matched by the received collateral (one of the
components of the internal supply, as seen above)
and which needs to be alternatively covered by
means of some other forms of supply of collateral.15
For these reasons, the net negative position will be
named collateral gap.

(3)

where E[V (t + δt)] is the expected value of the portfolio at time t + δt, and V α (t + δt) is the level of the
portfolio such that Prob[V (t + δt) < V α (t + δt)] ≤
1 − α.
It can be easily recognised that the initial margin is a Value-at-Risk (VaRαδt ) of the netted portfolio
over the margin period of risk at a confidence level
of 1 − α. In more general terms, we can have that
the I M is some function of the risk associated to
the netted portfolio, linked to VaRαδt , with additional parameters and variables set by the CCP or
agreed upon by the counterparties in bilateral collateral agreements. Let us generally indicate with
VaR(V (t)) this function; the initial margin that the
bank has to pay is then:
I M P (t) = VaR(V (t))

Let jRV M = 1, ..., JRV M be a netted portfolio
belonging to a subset of the total number of
J netted portfolios: each jRV M v portfolio refers
to a collateral agreement that allows for the rehypthecation of the collateral received as variation
margin. The netting sets not allowing the variation margin’s re-hypothecation are denoted with
jNRV M = 1, ..., JNRV M , so that J = JRV M + JNRV M . It
is quite common that the collateral agreements, either with CCPs or with other counterparties, allow
the re-hypothecation of the variation margin.

(4)

where it should be stressed that VaR(V (t) is negative or zero. Analogously, the initial margin received from the counterparty is:
I M R (t) = −VaR(−V (t))

(5)

Equation (5) is the risk measure provided in contract terms, calculated on the net value of the portfolio to the counterparty (−V (t)): also I M R (t) is
negative or zero and the negative sign means that,
seen from the bank point of view, the collateral is
received. The total initial margin is simply the sum
of the two paid and received margins

Moreover, let jRI M = 1, ..., JRI M be a netted
portfolio belonging to a subset of the total number of J netted portfolios whose agreement allows
the re-hypothecation of the initial margin: this is
much less common as usually the I M is deposited
in a segregated deposit or in a third-party custodian bank. The netting sets not allowing the
initial margin re-hypothecation are indicated with
jNRI M = 1, ..., JNRI M , so that J = JRI M + JNRI M .

I M(t) = I M P (t) + I M R (t)

Once identified the netting sets that allow the
re-hypothecation of the two margins, we can generalise and refine equation (6) to determine the bank’s
net collateral position:

The rules for initial margins normally provides
for a margin period of risk from 2 to 5 business days
when trades are centrally cleared: international regulators are setting a minimum at confidence level
at α = 99%.13 In bilateral agreements, the minimum is set at 10 business days and confidence level
α = 99%.14
The total collateral received or paid by the bank
(i.e.: posted by counterparties or by CCPs) is then:

C BP (t) =

∑

V M jRV M (t) +

jRV M

+

∑

jNRV M

∑

I M jRI M (t)+

jRI M

V M jPNRV M (t) +

∑

jNRI M

I M jPNRI M (t)

(7)

T

C (t) = V M(t) + I M(t) =

= max[V (t), 0] + min[V (t), 0] + I M(t)

(6)

Assuming that the entire collateral amount received by the bank as initial margin cannot be rehypothecated (as it is very likely the case in reality),
then JRI M = 0, JNRI M = J and equation (7) simpli-

The collateral amount in equation (6) is not useful for management purposes, since, firstly, it does
13 See

BIS and IOSCO [1], Prinicple 6.
BIS and IOSCO [3].
15 We remind that we are limiting the analysis to the collateralisation of derivative contracts, although the concepts we are introducing
can be easily extended to all kinds of contracts with a collateral agreement.
14 See
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- A scenario generation engine, to simulate
scenarios for future levels of relevant variables (e.g.: interest rates). We would like to
stress that the scenario simulation should be
operated under the real measure, and not the
risk neutral measure, since we are interested
in producing risk metrics rather than pricing
quantities. In any case, as a starting point, one
can use market data, by neglecting any link
between the risk neutral and the real world
measure.

fies:
C BP (t) =

∑

V M jRV M (t)+

jRV M

+

∑

jNRV M

V M jPNRV M (t) + ∑ I M jP (t)

(8)

j

Equation (8) is the net internal collateral position:
a negative value means that there is a demand for
collateral that the bank has to match by the internal supply of collateral, after having exhausted the
collateral source of the received collateral that can
be re-hypothecated. The net collateral position depends on what the collateral agreements provide
for:

- An aggregation engine, to calculate at a netting set level, the net negative collateral position in each scenario. This engine hinges
on the centralised inventory of the collateral
agreements, which is one of the components
of the ICM we have already examined in the
previous pages.

- the netting and the re-hypothecation of the
collateral;
- the rules to post and receive initial and variation margin.

- IM and VM simulation: variation margins
are quite simple to simulate, once one has
proper models to simulate the future evolution of the value of the netted portfolios, as we
have seen above. The initial margins are more
difficult to simulate for two reasons: firstly,
they are a function of the risk of the NPV
of the netted portfolios, and are not directly
linked to their value, like variation margins
are. Secondly, the rules to compute this function may not be fully disclosed to the bank,
as it is the case when contacts are centrally
cleared and initial margins are determined
by the Clearing Houses. It is possible, anyhow, to reverse-engineer the model adopted
by the Clearing House with a reasonable degree of accuracy, based on publicly available
information.

The collateral gap at time t can be now formally
defined as:
CGap(t) = min[C BP (t), 0]

(9)

Once the time horizon the bank needs to monitor is set, the Term Structure of Collateral Gaps
(TSCGap) can be built by computing the CGap(t)
for any t:
Definition 4. The Term Structure of Collateral Gaps
(TSCGap) is the collection of the collateral gaps spaced
at specified intervals ∆t = ti − ti−1 (e.g.: 1 day) during
a given period [t0 , tb ].
It is possible to have several types of estimation
of the collateral gaps at each relevant date: the first
type we show refers to the expected collateral gaps’
levels, so that the TSCGap is:

The TSCGap can be calculated, either at the
expected or at the α-percentile level, by projecting
in the future the evolution of the relevant financial
variables affecting the value of the portfolios and
hence of the collateral that should be posted or received by the bank. The dynamics of the financial
variables can be defined in two ways:

TSCGape (t0 , tb ) =

= {E[CGap(t0 )], E[CGap(t1 )], ..., E[CGap(tb )]}
(10)
The second type refers to collateral gaps computed at a given percentile α, corresponding to
a confidence level of 1 − α (say, 1%), such that for
any t CGapα (t) is the level of the gap such that
Prob[CGap(t) < CGapα (t)] ≤ 1 − α. The corresponding TSCGap is then defined as:
TSCGapα (t0 , tb ) =

= {CGapα (t0 ), CGapα (t1 ), ..., CGapα (tb )}

- risk-neutral dynamics: they are consistent
with the dynamics used for pricing and evaluation purposes. This allows to exploit some
methodologies, such as the American Montecarlo, which reduce the computation times.
The problem with adopting these dynamics
is that they are not very effective in terms of
risk management, since the bank is interested
in which could be the TSCGap in the real,
instead of the risk-neutral, world;

(11)

To project the future evolution of V M and I M,
one needs:
Fall 2014
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Time
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

Eonia Fwd
0.75%
0.75%
1.75%
2.00%
2.25%
2.37%
2.50%
2.65%
2.75%
2.87%
3.00%
3.10%
3.20%
3.30%
3.40%
3.50%
3.60%
3.67%
3.75%
3.82%
3.90%

Spread
0.65%
0.64%
0.64%
0.63%
0.63%
0.62%
0.61%
0.61%
0.60%
0.60%
0.59%
0.59%
0.58%
0.58%
0.57%
0.57%
0.56%
0.56%
0.55%
0.55%
0.54%

Fwd Libor
1.40%
1.39%
2.39%
2.63%
2.88%
2.99%
3.11%
3.26%
3.35%
3.47%
3.59%
3.69%
3.78%
3.88%
3.97%
4.07%
4.16%
4.23%
4.30%
4.37%
4.44%

TABLE 1: Market data for interest rates

- real-world dynamics: they can project the collateral needs in a more realistic way, although
the bank loses in the possibility to exploit the
time-saving techniques mentioned before. It
should be stressed that, in any case, it is just
the evolution of the relevant financial variables that follows the real-world dynamics.
In any point of future times, and in any scenario, the value of the portfolios that have to
be collateralised are computed with the classical approaches, or: under the risk-neutral
measure.

collateral needed to match the margin calls, both
for the average and stressed (99th percentile) levels.
EXAMPLE 3 We will simulate the TSCGap of the
I M for selected portfolios of swaps with maturities
up to 10 years, assuming that the portfolios are centrally cleared and that I M is calculated every day
by a Filtered Historical VaR Approach, over a timewindow of 1265 days (5Y history), taking as risk
factors the swap tenors from 1Y to 10Y and computed at 99th percentile for a time horizon of 5 days.
We will forecast the expected, 1st and 99th percentile
TSCGap for each day until the expiry of the last
swap (approximately 2500 business days = 10 years).
First, we generated a sample of historical swap
rate term structures, with maturities from 1Y to
10Y for 1265 days (≈ 5 years): those are the risk
factors used in the Filtered HVaR. In Figure 5
we show the time series of the term structures.
Secondly, we chose 6 portfolios of 10 swap contracts each, with different maturities and notional amounts. Figure 6 sketches the main features for each of the portfolios. They could
be considered as representative of possible profiles of the total bank’s swap portfolio. Each
swap starts at par on the reference date t0 = 0.
To build the TSCGap(0, 10Y ) one has to compute
the HVaR: on the first date t0 = 0, the historical
time series is sufficient to determine the I M, which
we are assuming to be just equal to the 5 days-99th percentile HVaR. On the second date t1 , one day

We will show below two examples: the first one
maps the TSCGap, limited only to the variation
margins, of a swap; the second example shows several TSCGaps including only initial margins of a
swap portfolio. In reality, the TSCGap condenses
both the initial and the variation margins, as seen
before: the separation we show below is just for
example purposes only.

EXAMPLE 2 We show a simple example of the
evolution of the variation margin required for a
single 10 year swap. In Table 1 we present the
market data for the interest rates used to price
a 6M floating vs. 1Y fix IRS. We also calibrated
a market model to the volatility market data for
caps&floors, showed in Table 2, and to volatility market data for swaptions, showed in Table 3.
Figure 4 plots the TSCGap, or the projections of the
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Caps&Floors
Expiry
Volatility
0.5
30.00%
1
40.00%
1.5
45.00%
2
40.00%
2.5
35.00%
3
32.00%
3.5
31.00%
4
30.00%
4.5
29.50%
5
29.00%
5.5
28.50%
6
28.00%
6.5
27.50%
7
27.00%
7.5
26.50%
8
26.00%
8.5
25.50%
9
25.50%
9.5
25.50%
10
25.50%
TABLE 2: Market data for caps&floors.

Swaptions
Expiry
Tenor
0.5
9.5
1
9
1.5
8.5
2
8
2.5
7.5
3
7
3.5
6.5
4
6
4.5
5.5
5
5
5.5
4.5
6
4
6.5
3.5
7
3
7.5
2.5
8
2
8.5
1.5
9
1
9.5
0.5
10
0

Volatility
27.95%
28.00%
27.69%
27.09%
26.61%
26.32%
26.16%
26.02%
25.90%
25.79%
25.68%
25.57%
25.46%
25.37%
25.28%
25.22%
25.21%
25.34%
25.50%

TABLE 3: Market data for swaptions.
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FIGURE 4: The TSCGape (purple, upper line) and α = 99th percentile TSCGapα (blue, lower line) for a period spanning the life of a
10Y swap.

FIGURE 5: Time series of 1265 entries of the swap rate term structure with tenors from 1Y to 10Y.
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FIGURE 6: The maturities and the associated notional amount for each swap in the 6 test portfolios.

after, the historical time series will contain one date
less than the starting one, since the farthest past
date is discarded. On the other hand, the last date
of the historical sample has to be integrated, so as
to restore a time window of 1265 dates. This can
be done by using a stochastic model to generated
the swap rates tenors (the risk factors), by which
it will be possible to simulate a distribution of possible IM. By repeating the same reasoning going
further into the future, simulated data will be more
and more numerous: after 5 years the historical
sample will be made only by simulated risk factors.
This process we have just described is illustrated
in Figure 7 for the risk factor 5Y swap: the 5-year
historical sample is included in the moving window framed in red. The window moves to right
and it will include simulated time portion of the
total time series (four in the figure), whose length
increases every step the simulation takes into the
future, with respect to the observation date t0 = 0.
We used the stochastic interest rate models,
that have been both calibrated to the 5-year
time series of the swap rates.
Their dynamics and the value of the parameters are:

√
drt = κ (θ − rt )dt + σ rt dZt
r0
κr
θr
σr

- a stochastic volatility CIR model (see Fouque,
Papanicolaou and Sircar [12]), which
satisfactorily captures parallel shifts and
volatility changes of the term structure:
√
drt = k(θ − rt )dt + f (yt ) rt dWt
√
dyt =αrt (m − yt )dt + β rt (ρdWt +
q
+ 1 − ρ2 dZt )
f (yt ) =
r0
κr
θr
σr

- a one factor Cox, Ingersoll, Ross (CIR) [11]
model, which satisfactorily captures parallel
shifts of the term structure of swap rates:
Fall 2014

0.72%
0.5
4.50%
7.90%

0.72%
0.5
4.50%
7.90%

y0
α
m

√

yt

0.62%
1000
0.02%

ν
β
ρ

0.1
4.47
-0.5

In Figure 8 we show the TSCGap at the expected,
1st and 99th percentile levels, up to 10 years, produced by the CIR model. In Figure 9 we show
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- we considered all the collateral agreements,
possibly referring to netted portfolios, which
provide for an initial margin. They are denoted with j I M = 1, ..., J I M : the bank receives
the rate c jI M (t) at each time t0 ≤ t ≤ tb , if the
collateral is posted, and pays the same rate
otherwise;

the same TSCGaps produced by the stochastic
volatility CIR model. A comparison between the
TSCGap by the two models is shown, for portfolios 2 and 3, in Figure 10: it is quite manifest
how the choice of the model to generate future
scenarios can have a huge impact of the final result.

- we also considered all the collateral agreements, possibly referring to netted portfolios,
which provide for a variation margin. We
denoted with jV M = 1, ..., JV M : in this case
the bank receives the rate c jV M (t) at each time
t0 ≤ t ≤ tb , when the collateral is posted, and
pays the same rate otherwise;

Cost Measurement Tools
The allocation tools do not only estimate the future needs of collateral, but they also measure and
monitor the associated costs. The concepts we have
introduced above on the netted portfolios and on
the re/hypothecation are useful also in this case.
There are two metrics related to the collateral
costs that have to be computed and monitored: the
Liquidity Value Adjustment (LVA) and the Funding Value Adjustment (FVA). Both quantities have
been discussed in Castagna [6] and in chapter 12
of Castagna and Fede [9], although the analysis
was limited to their computation for a stand-alone
contract, without considering any portfolio effects.
Along the ideas outlined in Castagna [8], we will
focus on the valuation adjustments computed on an
incremental basis: this means that the for each trade,
its margin contribution to the aggregated LVA and
FVA has be assessed, since the stand-alone contribution can be misleading and not indicative of the
actual costs paid by the bank.
We start with the definition of the LVA.

- the separation between the two types of margins is due to the fact that the same collateral
agreement my differentiate the treatment of
the initial margin from the variation margin,
in terms of rates and types of eligible assets
that can be posted (see the example );
- both the risk free rate r (t) and the collateral
rate c j (t), for the agreement j, can be time
dependent;
- the netted portfolios are not algebraically
summed even when the agreements allow for
the re-hypothecation: the reason for this is
that the balance of each collateral account
should be multiplied, at any time t, by its
own difference in risk-free and collateral rates
[r (t) − c j (t)].

Definition 5. The LVA is the discounted value of the
difference between the risk-free rate and the collateral
rate paid (or received) on all the collateral accounts’ balance, over the entire life of all collaterlised contracts. It
is the gain (or loss) produced by the liquidation (due to
the collateralisation agreements) of the NPV of the sum
of the netted portfolios of derivative contracts, without
taking into account the possible re-hypothecation of the
collateral received.

Definition 6. The FVA is the discounted value of the
spread paid by the bank over the risk-free interest to finance the net amount of cash needed for the bank’s net
collateral gap, over the entire life of all collateralised
contracts, considering the possible re-hypothecation of
the collateral received.
From this definition, we formally define the
FVAC (t0 , tb ), referred to a period between the observation date t0 and the expiry date of the longest
maturity contract t F , as:

Given this definition, the LVAC (t0 , tb ) referred
to a period between the observation date t0 and the
expiry date of the longest maturity contract tb , can
be formally written as:

FVAC (t0 , tb ) =
 Z
EQ −

LVAC (t0 , tb ) =
Z t

R
b − v rv dv
Q
t0
E
e
∑ [r(u) − c jI M (u)] I Mj (u)+
t0

+

tb − R v r dv
F
t0 v
t0

e



s (u)CGap(u)du
(13)

jI M

∑ [r(u) − c jV M (u)]V Mj (u)



Also in this case we provide a discussion of Equation (12):


du

jV M

- by definition of CGap (see equation (9)), the
FVA(t0 , t F ) ≥ 0: since we take it with negative sign, it should be considered as a cost

(12)
Equation (12) deserves a detailed description:
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FIGURE 7: Visual example of the simulation of the 5-year time sample of the 5Y swap tenor, used in the HVaR.

FIGURE 8: TSCGap at the expected, 1st and 99th percentile levels up to 10 years for the 6 test swap portfolios, generated by the CIR
model.
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FIGURE 9: TSCGap at the expected, 1st and 99th percentile levels up to 10 years for the 6 test swap portfolios, generated by the
stochastic volatility CIR model.

FIGURE 10: Comparison between the TSCGaps produced by the CIR and the stochastic volatility CIR, for portfolios 2 and 3 taken
from the 6 test swap portfolios.
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and at best it can be nil, contrarily to the
LVA(t0 , tb ) that can be either positive or negative (or nil), i.e.: can be either a cost or a
gain;

cash-flows of all the existing contracts. This kind
of aggregated view on bank’s total cash balance
is possible only in the Treasury, whose task is just
the management of cash (im)balances. It is also
worth noting that the FVA NC is calculated also considering the cash-flows due to dynamic replication
strategies of the derivative contracts.
A second step is to compute the total FVA including also both the positive and negative cashflows deriving from the collateral agreements:

- only CGap is relevant, not the single collateral
accounts’ balance. All the re-hypothecations
allowed are used to cover collateral demands
and only when no more re-hypothecable received collateral is available, the gap is covered by cash funded at the banks funding
spread s F (t), which can be time dependent.

FVAT (t0 , t F ) =
 Z t
Ru
F
EQ −
e− 0 rv dv s F (u)1{CF(t0 ,t0 ,u)+

It should be stressed that, if we assume that
all collateral agreements allow cash to be an eligible asset that can be posted, equation (13) is the
funding cost paid by the desk that manages the
collateral,16 but it does not have to be necessarily
paid by the bank. Actually, at the highest level of
aggregation, the funding is given by the bank’s cash
position after considering the cash-flows originated
by all existing contracts, and not produced just by
collateral agreements.
We can adapt equation (13) to assess the incremental impact of the collateral net position on the
total funding of the bank: in this case we cannot
take only the collateral gap, but we need to include
also all the effects that positive collateral positions
have on the bank’s aggregated net cash position.
Hence, as a first step, we need to compute the FVA
of the bank due to all cash-flows not related to the
collateralisation:

(15)

t0

+ C BP (u) < 0}[CF(t0 , t0 , u) + C BP (u)]du



The incremental funding value adjustment
FVAC
+ ( t0 , t F ) is then easily derived:
T
NC
FVAC
(t0 , t F ) (16)
+ ( t0 , t F ) = FVA ( t0 , t F ) − FVA

The incremental collateral FVA can be
C
FVAC
+ ( t0 , t F ) Q 0, differently from FVA ( t0 , tb ) ≥ 0
C
that is always a cost. Negative FVA+ (t0 , t F ) means
a benefit to the bank, or a smaller of the cost of
funding at the highest level of aggregation. In this
case the incremental contribution of the collateralisation activity the bank runs, is a reduction of costs,
and as such it does not only generates no charge
on the Collateral Desk, but it even awards a benefit,
or a profit, to the Desk.
Both FVAC (t0 , tb ) and FVAC
+ ( t0 , tb ) can be valued in a variety of fashions:

FVA NC (t0 , t F ) =


(14)
Ru
R
EQ − tt0F e− 0 rv dv s F (u)1{CF(t0 ,t0 ,u)<0} CF(t0 ,t0 ,u)du

- the bank may choose between risk-neutral
vs. real measure to compute the expected
values. In all the formulae above we have assumed that the expectations are taken in the
risk-neutral measure Q, but the bank can also
compute them in the real measure P since in
practice the FVA cannot be hedged,17 so that
it looks more like a risk rather than a pricing quantity. Hence, the real measure should
be more appropriate; on the other hand, if
the bank wants to keep the consistency with
the other components of the full value of the
contract, the risk-neutral measure should be
used;

where CF(t0 , t a , tb ) is the cumulated amount, calculated in t0 , of all cash-flows starting from date
t a up to time tb . So CF(t0 , t0 , tb ) is the future cash
balance of the bank at time tb , including all the
cash-flows between time t0 and time tb , and excluding the cash-flows due to collateralisation. The
funding spread is applied only when the cumulative balance is negative, otherwise the balance is
invested with an expected return equal to the riskfree rate and the funding cost is zero. Clearly, to
forecast CF(t0 , t0 , t) the bank needs a simulation
engine with models that properly can deal with the

16 When the bank adopts the organisation we will show in the final part of the article, with the Treasury embedding the Funding,
Repo and Collateral Desks, the considerations that we make just afterward are easily proved.
17 It would certainly deserve more than just a footnote, but, to support the claim of un-hedgeability of the FVA, suffice it to say that
the only way to set at zero the exposure towards future funding costs would be offsetting the (mathematical) derivative of the FVA
w.r.t. the bank’s funding spread with another contract with the same derivative but with opposite sign: in practice the bank should go
long its own bonds (not just buy them back, but have a net long position), or sell protection on itself. Both strategies can be hardly (to
use an euphemism) operated in practice. The alternative of offsetting the derivatives w.r.t. to other risk factors would certainly more
viable, but unfortunately it would likely affect the global exposure of the bank to the risk factors themselves, without considering that
also the hedging instruments would generate, in their turn, another FVA.
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- the bank does not need to compute an expected value, but it can alternatively calculate
any predefined quantile of the distribution
of the future funding costs; even more so if
real measure is adopted, there is no reason
why one should use expected values. A more
general FVAC is:

hedged, it could be a sensible (or at least not unreasonable) choice to compute not the expected value
but a given percentile of the distribution of values:
T,α
FVAd α = FVA+
(t0 , tb ) − FVAT,α (t0 , tb )

where we use a formula equivalent to (17) to calculate the bank’s FVA.
The LVAd and FVAd are mainly useful when
quoting prices in the market. For this reason we
will show how to embed them in the bid and ask
quotations: we will limit the analysis to the FVA,
but it can be easily extended to the LVA as well.
Let VdBid and VdAsk be, respectively, the bid and
ask prices at which the bank is willing to trade.19
We do not consider the additional bid/ask spread
that can be added to these levels to generate the
market-making profit. Let also Vd be the theoretical risk-free value according to the model the bank
uses (e.g.: Black&Scholes for an option on FX); then
we have:

FVAC,α (t0 ,tb )=
FVAC (t0 ,tb ) :

Prob[FVAC (t0 ,tb )>FVAC,α (t0 ,tb )]≤1−α
(17)

A similar definition can be given for
the incremental funding value adjustment
FVAC,α
+ ( t0 , tb ), calculated at a chosen quantile
α.
It is also worth noting that the LVA is (at least
theoretically) a hedgeable quantity, so it makes
much more sense for it to compute just the expected
value and not a stressed value at some percentile α.

VdBid = Vd − FVAd+ Q Vd

Pricing Tools
The methodologies and the tools developed to measure and manage the costs related to the collateral
at an aggregated (Collateral Desk or even bank)
level, can be exploited also to include into the pricing of a single collateralised contract the LVA and
the FVA that they produce. Also in this case, the
best way to compute these quantities is by an incremental, rather than a stand-alone, valuation of the
deal.18
Consider a new contract d: the annexed collateral agreement will identify the netted portfolio
and the type of margin that will be posted or received (initial, variation, both) and whether the rehypothecation is allowed. The (incremental) LVAd
that can be included in the value of this contract is:
d

LVA =

(20)

T
LVA+
(t0 , tb ) − LVAT (t0 , tb )

VdAsk = Vd + FVAd− Q Vd
where FVAd+ (respectively, FVAd− ) is the FVA associated with a long (short) position in the contract
d. It should be noted that FVAd+ ≈ −FVAd− , for
a contract whose notional is small compared to
the sum of bank’s collateralised portfolios: this
will prevent arbtrageable two-way bid/ask spreads,
i.e.: VdBid < VdAsk . To avoid arbitrageable quotes
(i.e.: VdBid > VdAsk ), the two-way bid/ask quotation
has to be modified in V̄dBid and V̄dAsk for which
V̄dBid < V̄dAsk . A possible solution could be the
following rule:
V̄dBid = min[VdBid , VdAsk ]; V̄dAsk = VdAsk

(18)

i f |Vd − VdAsk | > |Vd − VdBid |,

where LVAT (t0 , tb ) is the bank’s total LVA comT
puted as in equation (12), and LVA+
(t0 , tb ) is the
same quantity calculated after including also the
contract d.
By the same token, we can calculate the FVA associated to the contract d, again on an incremental
basis. Using a similar notation as above:
T
FVAd = FVA+
(t0 , tb ) − FVAT (t0 , tb )

V̄dAsk = max[VdBid , VdAsk ]; V̄dBid = VdBid
i f |Vd − VdAsk | < |Vd − VdBid |

EXAMPLE 4 Let us consider the following data:
- A portfolio of 10 long (fixed rate payer)
swaps;

(19)

where FVAT (t0 , tb ) is the bank’s total FVA comT
puted as in equation (16), and FVA+
(t0 , tb ) includes
d
also the contract d. Since FVA too cannot be

- Maturities range from 1 to 10 years;
- Notional of each swap is 1 million;

18 At more general level, the bank should assess the impact of the contract’s inclusion in the balance sheet and the evaluate it
accordingly (see Castagna [8] for a discussion on this point).
19 They are the long and the short values of the contracts, see Castagna [8] for more details on this.
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case
99th perc
1st perc
Average

base
2,134.83
654.18
1,394.51

case
99th perc
1st perc
Average

base
-

Portfolio FVA
CIR 1F
CIR SV
+5Y
-5Y
base
+5Y
2,400.49 1,884.80
10,425.58 11,082.80
737.59
571.81
694.90
787.94
1,569.04 1,228.30
3,789.30
4,194.45
5Y Swap (Incremental) FVA
CIR 1F
CIR SV
+5Y
-5Y
base
+5Y
256.66
-250.04
657.22
83.42
-82.37
93.03
174.54
-166.20
405.15

-5Y
9,823.83
668.90
3,578.69

-5Y
-601.75
-26.00
-210.61

TABLE 4: Bank’s total FVA and incremental FVA for a 5Y swap, computed by the 1 factor and the Stochastic Volatility Cox Ingersoll
and Ross (CIR 1F and CIR SV).

99th perc
1st perc
Average
99th perc
1st perc
Average

CIR 1F
CIR SV
VdBid
VdAsk
VdBid
VdAsk
3.2027%
3.2031%
3.1943%
3.1955%
3.2067%
3.2067%
3.2065%
3.2079%
3.2047%
3.2049%
3.1997%
3.2039%
Differences w.r.t S0 = 3.2085%
-0.0058%
-0.0054%
-0.0142%
-0.0130%
-0.0018%
-0.0018%
-0.0020%
-0.0006%
-0.0038%
-0.0036%
-0.0088%
-0.0046%

TABLE 5: Bid and ask rate levels for a 5Y swap, computed by the 1 factor and the Stochastic Volatility Cox Ingersoll and Ross (CIR
1F and CIR SV).

VdAsk − Vd = +FVAd− = DV01(S Ask − S0 )

We will compute the FVA at the 99th , 1st percentiles and average levels, i.e.: FVAT,99% (t0 , tb ),
FVAT,1% (t0 , tb ), FVAT (t0 , tb ). Then we add a long
(fixed rate payer) swap, maturing in 5 years and
with 1 million notional. The par swap rate at time
0 is S0 = 3.2085%, using the same data as in example . We do the same also for a short (fixed
rate receiver) swap. Then, we compute FVAd+ and
FVAd− , as indicated in the main text, assuming
that the funding spread is constant s F = 0.30%.
In table 4 we show the results: the upper part
of the table contains the total collateralised portfolio’s FVA, in the base case and when, respectively, a long or a short position in the 5Y swap
is added to it. The FVAs are computed by using the 1 factor and the SV CIR models whose
parameters are in example . The lower part of the
table shows the incremental FVA of the 5Y swap
for the case it is bough or sold by the banks, and
calculated with the two models. The choice of the
model has a quite material effect on the final results.
We can now determine the bid and ask values at which the swap would be quoted by
the bank. Since the standard market quotation for swaps is in terms of par swap rates
S, we need to solve the following equations:

In table 5 we show the results.
Also
in this case, the Stochastic Volatility CIR
produces the most appreciable outcomes.

Bank’s Internal Velocity of Collateral
Beside the velocity of collateral at a systemic level,
which has been discussed before, a similar concept
can be introduced also for the bank, seen a closed
sub-system of its own. The bank’s internal velocity
of collateral is defined similarly to the systemic velocity of collateral, and it is basically a ratio between
the total posted collateral and the total supplied collateral in a given period of time, usually 1 year. For
collateral management purposes, it is convenient to
write the internal velocity of collateral in the period
[t0 , tb ] as:
VC B =

(21)

where ∆C P (ti ) is the variation of the collateral
posted at time ti : it is taken in absolute value; C (t0 )
and ∑ j ∆C (t j ) are, respectively, the collateral available at time t0 and its variations at time ti : they are

VdBid − Vd = −FVAd+ = DV01(SBid − S0 )
Fall 2014

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
C (t0 ) + ∑ib=1 ∆C (ti )
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Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

V1
100.00
69.72
71.45
77.39
68.79
73.27
72.26
72.49
73.01
73.90
79.56

∆C1
-30.28
1.73
5.94
-8.61
4.48
-1.01
0.22
0.53
0.89
5.65

V2
-100.00
-69.72
-71.45
-77.39
-68.79
-73.27
-72.26
-72.49
-73.01
-73.90
-79.56

∆C2
30.28
-1.73
-5.94
8.61
-4.48
1.01
-0.22
-0.53
-0.89
-5.65

TABLE 6: Variations of the values and of corresponding collateral of the two portfolios, assuming they are perfectly negatively
correlated and that they start with offsetting values at time t0 .

Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Posted Coll.
|∆C P |

Received Coll.
∆C R

Net coll.
∆C R − |∆C P |

30.28
1.73
5.94
8.61
4.48
1.01
0.22
0.53
0.89
5.65
59.35

30.28
1.73
5.94
8.61
4.48
1.01
0.22
0.53
0.89
5.65
59.35

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Add.nal Supply
∆C S
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TABLE 7: Posted collateral, received collateral and net to be matched by other sources when the re-hypothecation is allowed and
portfolios are perfectly negatively correlated.

VC B is in this case above 1 and the greater it is, the
better the bank is managing the collateralisation
process; finally, if the ratio is below 1, then the bank
is keeping internally a greater than necessary supply given the demand for collateral: the collateral
management is not efficient and the costs related to
the collateralisation are higher than the bank would
pay if VC B ≥ 1.
It should be stressed that the maximum theoretical velocity is not necessarily above 1, since it is
constrained at an upper boundary determined by
the following factors:

taken considering the sign and they include also
the collateral received.
If we wish to make a comparison between the
systemic velocity of collateral already introduced
in the analysis of aggregated supply and demand
for collateral and the bank’s internal velocity of collateral, we can easily detect the same numerator for
both ratios in equations (1) and (21), which is the
total posted collateral over the reference period; the
denominator is the available collateral in the bank’s
collateral velocity, but this is simply the internal
supply of collateral that mimics the collateral provided by the main sources in the systemic velocity.

- the number of netted collateralised portfolios
and the correlation between the variations of
their values during the reference period;

The ratio VC B is greater than zero by construction, but the target the bank should aim at is to
keep the ratio above 1, whenever this is possible.
In this way the bank is efficiently and effectively
managing the supply of collateral: if the ratio is
exactly equal to 1, then the internal supply of collateral is enough to match the demand for collateral: this is the benchmark level of efficiency the
bank must achieve; ideally, the bank should use the
collateral available exploiting all the possibilities
to re-hypothecate the received collateral, thus minimising the internal supply of collateral at its lowest
level compatible with a given demand: the velocity

- the possibility to re-use, or re-hypothecate,
the collateral received, according to the existing collateral agreements.
In the cases when the theoretical velocity of collateral cannot be above 1 because of the factors
above, then the bank should aim at achieving at
least the theoretical maximum level. In any case,
the benchmark for the bank should always be the
maximum velocity that can be reached and the
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Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

P.ed Coll.
Port.1
|∆C P |

P.ed Coll.
Port.2
|∆C P |

R.ed Coll.
Port.1
∆C R

R.ed Coll.
Port.2
∆C R

Net coll.
Port.1
∆C R − |∆C P |

Net coll.
Port.2
∆C R − |∆C P |

30.28
0.00
0.00
8.61
0.00
1.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
39.90

0.00
1.73
5.94
0.00
4.48
0.00
0.22
0.53
0.89
5.65
19.45

0.00
1.73
5.94
0.00
4.48
0.00
0.22
0.53
0.89
5.65
19.45

30.28
0.00
0.00
8.61
0.00
1.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
39.90

-30.28
1.73
5.94
-8.61
4.48
-1.01
0.22
0.53
0.89
5.65
-20.44

30.28
-1.73
-5.94
8.61
-4.48
1.01
-0.22
-0.53
-0.89
-5.65
20.44

Add Supp.
Port.1
∆C S
0.00
30.28
0.00
0.00
0.93
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
31.21

Add Supp.
Port.2
∆C S
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TABLE 8: Posted collateral, received collateral and net to be matched by other sources for each of the two portfolios when the
re-hypothecation is not allowed and portfolios are perfectly negatively correlated.

collateral management effectiveness and efficiency
should be evaluated with respect to it.

that the formula (21) can be computed as follows:

Although the concept of the velocity of collateral
is very simple, and its monitoring quite proficient,
it is anyway worth presenting a simplified example
of how to calculate VC B .

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
=
C (t0 ) + ∑ib=1 ∆C R (ti ) − ∆C P (ti ) + ∆C S (ti )
59.35
=∞
0+0+0
Let us now consider the case when the collateral agreements for both portfolios do not allow
for the re-hypothecation. In this case the collateral received cannot be used to match collateral requests to the bank. The velocity of collateral is quite affected in this different setting: it
can still be above 1, but it will surely be much
smaller than the velocity computed in the first
case, meaning that the bank cannot achieve the
same benefits when re-hypothecation is allowed.
The data needed to compute VC B are in table 8:

VC B =

EXAMPLE 5 We introduce a simplified setting
where the bank has two collateralised portfolios assisted by agreements both allowing the rehypothecation of collateral received by the bank.
Let us consider the period [t0 = 0, t10 = 10]: for
simplicity’s sake, we assume that the collateral
is posted and received only on 10 dates corresponding to ti = i, for i = 1, ..., 10; that available collateral at time t0 is C (t0 ) = 0; and finally that the two processes of the portfolios’ values are perfectly negatively correlated with an
equal volatility and that the starting values are
the same but with opposite signs: V1 (t0 ) = 100,
V2 (t0 ) = −100: the data are shown in Table 6.

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
C (t0 ) + ∑bj=1 ∆C R (ti ) − ∆C P (ti ) + ∆C S (ti )

=

39.90 + 19.45
= 1.90
0 + 0 − 20.44 + 20.44 + 31.21 + 0.00

Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

This simple and somehow extreme setting will be
used to show how the re-hypothecation agreements
affect the velocity of collateral. First, consider the
case when re-hypothecation is fully possible. In this
case the velocity of collateral is infinite, VC B = ∞,
and the bank can easily maximise the efficiency of
the collateral process. To see how we get this result,
it is useful having a look at table 7. Since the posted
collateral is perfectly matched by revived collateral,
given the assumptions on the value processes of the
two portfolios, no net negative (or positive, for that
matter) collateral is ever produced. The net supply
∆C S that the bank needs to generate is always nil so
Fall 2014

VC B =

V1
100.00
95.89
94.75
96.21
96.08
104.41
91.54
101.32
114.69
127.67
112.42

∆C1
-4.11
-1.14
1.46
-0.13
8.33
-12.87
9.77
13.37
12.99
-15.25

V2
100.00
95.89
94.75
96.21
96.08
104.41
91.54
101.32
114.69
127.67
112.42

∆C2
-4.11
-1.14
1.46
-0.13
8.33
-12.87
9.77
13.37
12.99
-15.25

TABLE 10: Variations of the values and of corresponding collateral of the two portfolios, assuming they are perfectly positively correlated and that they start at equal levels at time
t0 .
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Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Posted Coll.
|∆C P |

Received Coll.
∆C R

Net coll.
∆C R − |∆C P |

8.22
2.29
0.00
0.27
0.00
25.74
0.00
0.00
0.00
30.51
67.02

0.00
0.00
2.93
0.00
16.66
0.00
19.55
26.74
25.97
0.00
91.85

-8.22
-2.29
2.93
-0.27
16.66
-25.74
19.55
26.74
25.97
-30.51
24.83

Add.nal Supply
∆C S
0
8.22
2.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.41
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.92

TABLE 9: Posted collateral, received collateral and net to be matched by other sources when the re-hypothecation is allowed and
portfolios are perfectly positively correlated.

Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

P.ed Coll.
Port.1
|∆C P |

P.ed Coll.
Port.2
|∆C P |

R.ed Coll.
Port.1
∆C R

R.ed Coll.
Port.2
∆C R

Net coll.
Port.1
∆C R − |∆C P |

Net coll.
Port.2
∆C R − |∆C P |

4.11
1.14
0.00
0.13
0.00
12.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
15.25
33.51

4.11
1.14
0.00
0.13
0.00
12.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
15.25
33.51

0.00
0.00
1.46
0.00
8.33
0.00
9.77
13.37
12.99
0.00
45.93

0.00
0.00
1.46
0.00
8.33
0.00
9.77
13.37
12.99
0.00
45.93

-4.11
-1.14
1.46
-0.13
8.33
-12.87
9.77
13.37
12.99
-15.25
12.42

-4.11
-1.14
1.46
-0.13
8.33
-12.87
9.77
13.37
12.99
-15.25
12.42

Add Supp.
Port.1
∆C S
0.00000
4.11
1.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.46

Add Supp.
Port.2
∆C S
0
4.11
1.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.46

TABLE 11: Posted collateral, received collateral and net to be matched by other sources for each of the two portfolios when the
re-hypothecation is not allowed and portfolios are perfectly positively correlated.

Consider now a setting where re-hypothecation is
fully possible and the variations of the values of
the two portfolios are perfectly positively correlated. In Table 10 we show the evolution of the
two portfolios, assuming they start at the same
level of 100 at time t0 . Table 9 shows all the inputs needed to compute the velocity of collateral:
VC B =

=

In this case the velocity of collateral is finite and it
is quite immediate to see that the re-hypothecation
feature of the collateral agreements does not play
any role here, since the collateral received on
a given date on a portfolio can never be used
to cover a collateral request on the same date.
These considerations make us rightly think that
the case when re-hypothecation is excluded
should yield the same result.
Actually, if
we take the input provided in Table 11 and
calculate the velocity of collateral, we get:

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
C (t0 ) + ∑bj=1 ∆C R (t j ) − ∆C P (t j ) + ∆C S (t j )
67.02
= 1.61
0 + 24.83 + 16.92

Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

V1
100.00
90.40
94.18
104.22
102.28
78.66
77.38
76.88
71.88
66.01
70.34

∆C1
-9.60
3.78
10.04
-1.94
-23.61
-1.29
-0.50
-5.00
-5.87
4.33

V2
100.00
77.37
82.73
100.48
103.93
99.25
122.97
107.35
113.54
122.23
118.50

∆C2

VC B =

-22.63
5.37
17.75
3.44
-4.67
23.71
-15.62
6.19
8.69
-3.73

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
C (t0 ) + ∑bj=1 ∆C R (t j ) − ∆C P (t j ) + ∆C S (t j )

=

33.51 + 33.51
= 1.61
0 + 12.42 + 12.42 + 8.46 + 8.46

which confirms that the velocity in both cases is the
same.
Finally, consider a setting where the two portfolios’s value variations have the same volatility and
they are not correlated: Table 12 shows the evolutions of the values at each date. The velocity
of collateral for the case when re-hypothecation is

TABLE 12: Variations of the values and of corresponding collateral of the two portfolios, assuming they are not correlated
and that they start at equal levels at time t0 .
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Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Posted Coll.
|∆C P |

Received Coll.
∆C R

Net coll.
∆C R − |∆C P |

32.23
0.00
0.00
1.94
28.28
1.29
16.12
5.00
5.87
3.73
94.45

0.00
9.14
27.78
3.44
0.00
23.71
0.00
6.19
8.69
4.33
83.30

-32.23
9.14
27.78
1.51
-28.28
22.42
-16.12
1.20
2.82
0.60
-11.16

Add.nal Supply
∆C S
0
32.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
32.23

TABLE 13: Posted collateral, received collateral and net to be matched by other sources when the re-hypothecation is allowed and
portfolios are not correlated.

Time
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

P.ed Coll.
Port.1
|∆C P |

P.ed Coll.
Port.2
|∆C P |

R.ed Coll.
Port.1
∆C R

R.ed Coll.
Port.2
∆C R

Net coll.
Port.1
∆C R − |∆C P |

Net coll.
Port.2
∆C R − |∆C P |

9.60
0.00
0.00
1.94
23.61
1.29
0.50
5.00
5.87
0.00
47.81

22.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.67
0.00
15.62
0.00
0.00
3.73
46.65

0.00
3.78
10.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.33
18.15

0.00
5.37
17.75
3.44
0.00
23.71
0.00
6.19
8.69
0.00
65.15

-9.60
3.78
10.04
-1.94
-23.61
-1.29
-0.50
-5.00
-5.87
4.33
-29.66

-22.63
5.37
17.75
3.44
-4.67
23.71
-15.62
6.19
8.69
-3.73
18.50

Add Supp.
Port.1
∆C S
0.00000
9.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.74
1.29
0.50
5.00
5.87
0.00
33.99

Add Supp.
Port.2
∆C S
0
22.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
22.63

TABLE 14: Posted collateral, received collateral and net to be matched by other sources for each of the two portfolios when the
re-hypothecation is not allowed and portfolios are not correlated.

allowed is calculated with the inputs in Table 13 :
VC B =

=

Collateral Transformation
Collateral is typically received and paid in cash, but
the agreements may also allow to post it in different
ways, e.g.: it can be delivered as a suitable quantity
of eligible assets.
Let us start with the case when the bank receives an asset and it wishes to convert it in cash
to match collateral requests in other contracts. The
main ways to convert the asset are i) to repo it out
vs cash, ii) to sell/buy back it: both ways produce
very similar effects in terms of available cash during the life of the contract. To determine how much
cash the bank can get with the asset, we need to
consider two haircuts:

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
C (t0 ) + ∑bj=1 ∆C R (t j ) − ∆C P (t j ) + ∆C S (t j )
94.45
= 4.48
0 − 11.16 + 32.23

When collateral re-hypthecation is not allowed,
inputs in Table 14 are used
to
calculate
the
velocity
of
collateral:
VC B =

=

∑ib=1 |∆C P (ti )|
C (t0 ) + ∑bj=1 ∆C R (t j ) − ∆C P (t j ) + ∆C S (t j )
47.81 + 46.65
= 2.08
0 − 29.66 + 18.50 + 33.99 + 22.63

- H M is the haircut applied on the market price
A(t) of the asset when a repo or a sell/buy
back contract is closed: so an amount equal
to Cash = (1 − H M ) A(t) of cash is received
by the transformation;

The re-hypothecation increases the velocity of
collateral as expected.

Collateral Strategies

- HC is the haircut provided for in the collateral agreement, so that if the collateral to be
posted is C (t), the amount of asset posted as
collateral C (t)/(1 − H C ).

We will review some common strategies that can
be used in the usual (front-office) collateral management to limit the related costs, to optimise the
collateral provisioning and to exploit arbitrage opportunities if they exist.
Fall 2014

Assume we have two netted portfolios k and j,
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whose value is offsetting: both portfolios are collateralised but one of them allows to post collateral
only as cash, whereas the other allows also to post
an eligible asset as collateral, applying the haircut
is HC .
The bank receives, on date t, the asset to match
the collateral CkR (t) it requests to the counterparty
for the netted portfolio k; the amount of asset received is derived from the equation:

The differential haircuts applied in the money
market and in the collateral agreement produce a net extra-cash of 1, 052.63, which can
be used for collateral, or other, purposes.
If the haircut applied in the money market
were 6%, than the amount of cash obtained
with the collateral transformation would be:
Cash(t) = x RA(t) [(1 − H M ) A(t)]

= 108, 518.72 × [(1 − 6%) × 0.97]
= 98, 947.37

|CkR (t)| = x RA(t) [(1 − HC ) A(t)]
so that
x RA(t)

which is less than the amount needed to
match the collateral request of 100, 000.00.

|CkR (t)|
=
(1 − H C ) A ( t )

A collateral arbitrage is possible when the ratio
(1 − H M )/(1 − HC ) is above 1, as in the first case
in Example : the collateral received, after the transformation, is able to cover more than a corresponding amount of requested collateral (100,000.00). It
should be stressed that the collateral arbitrage does
not resemble a typical financial arbitrage, whereby
the bank obtains a sure profit greater than, or equal
to, zero without any investment at the set-up. In
the collateral arbitrage, there is no profit that the
bank attains; it is rather possible to transform the
collateral received so as to cover a greater amount
of collateral that has to be posted. The cost of the
transformation is not nil, since the bank has to pay
the secured funding (repo) spread on the cash it
receives when delivering the asset. The (secured)
funding spread is paid (although in a lesser quantity) even if the amount of cash is smaller than the
nominal amount of collateral received: the cost is
not only paid when the transformation increases
the amount of available collateral, but in any case.
On the other hand, the bank should consider
that it pays a smaller funding cost to match the
collateral needs by transforming the collateral. The
profit of the collateral arbitrage can be then seen as
a level of funding costs lower than the level paid if
the collateral arbitrage were not set up. We need
than define which is the FVA of the bank taking
into account also the collateral transformation.
Once we have the amount of raised cash, we
can modify the metric FVA we have seen before
to account for the different funding cost to match
collateral requests paid in the repo transaction. Actually, the funding cost paid to supply collateral
is for this part not the bank unsecured spread s F
over the risk-free rate, but the repo spread s E , defined as the difference between the the repo rate
and the risk-free rate r − r E , a secured funding
cost which is clearly smaller than the unsecured
one. The total funding cost paid on the cash

The collateral requested by the counterparty of
the netted portfolio j is |CjP (t)| = |CkR (t)|. Since
it can be posted only in cash, the bank converts
the amount x RA(t) of the asset in cash by repoing it
out,20 raising the cash amount x A(t) :
Cash(t) = x RA(t) [(1 − H M ) A(t)]

=

(1 − H M ) R
|C (t)|
(1 − H C ) k

If the haircut applied on the asset value in the
money market is the same as the haircut provided
for in the collateral agreement, the collateral transformation is fully effective, since the cash raised
via the repo is exactly what is needed to match
the collateral request CjP (t). If the two haircuts diverge, the cash can be more or less than the quantity
needed to post the collateral.
EXAMPLE 6 Assume at time t the collateral received |CkR (t)| = 100, 000.00; the eligible asset
posted as collateral has a market price of A(t) =
97.00 and the haircut applied, in accordance with
the collateral agreement, is HC = 5%. The quantity of asset posted by bank’s counterparty is:

|CkR (t)|
(1 − H C ) A ( t )
100, 000.00
=
= 108, 518.72
(1 − 5%) × 0.97

x RA(t) =

The bank converts the asset in cash by a repo transaction: the haircut applied in the money market on
this asset is H M = 4%, so that the cash received is:
Cash(t) = x RA(t) [(1 − H M ) A(t)]

= 108, 518.72 × [(1 − 4%) × 0.97]
= 101, 052.63
20 A

similar reasoning applies also when the bank sells/buys back the asset.
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FIGURE 11: Collateral transformation from an eligible asset to cash and possible profit/loss Π.

collateral originated by the repo is s E × Cash, or
s E × (1 − H M )/(1 − HC )CkR (t).
Following these considerations, we can relatively easily modify formula (13): let a = {1, ..., A}
be the assets that are used in repo (or sell/buy back)
contracts to obtain cash; define C aP (t) as the collateral request at time t that the bank covers with cash
originated via collateral transformation of the asset

the collateral whose posted cash derives not directly
from the cash received in other netted portfolios,
but rather from a transformation into cash of eligible assets received. The transformation has a cost
that equals the (secured) funding repo spread.
The reason why this spread applies to the
amount |C aP (t)| is the following:21 : even if the netted portfolios receive assets as collateral that can
be re-hypothecated, it is possible that other netted portfolios allow only for cash collateral. The
re-hypthecation is possible only after the transformation, thus the bank incurs in a cost that would
otherwise be avoided if the collateral were received
in cash.
The second line of equation (22) accounts for the
difference between the money market and collateral haircuts: when H M (t) < HC (t), then wa (t) > 1
and the term in the second line reduces the cost
of funding paid to cover the collateral gap, by a
fraction (1 − wa (t)) (it is negative). In the opposite
case, when H M (t) > HC (t), then wa (t) < 1 and the
second line contributes for a the fraction (1 − wa (t))
(that is positive) to the increase of the total funding
cost.
The profit of the collateral arbitrage, where it is
possible via the collateral transformation, is:

(1−H M (t))

a; besides, let wa (t) = (1−HC (t)) be the ratio of the
percentage net of the money market haircut to the
percentage net of the collateral haircut: we generalise the setting outlined above by allowing both
quantities to be also time dependent. The collateral
FVA is then modified as
∗

FVAC (t0 , tb )
 Z t
R
b − u rv dv
Q
=E −
e t0
s F (u)CGap(u)+

+∑
a

t0
E
s a (u)wa (u)C aP (u)

+ ∑ s (t)(1 − wa (t))C (t)du
F

aP

(22)


a

The secured funding (repo) spread s Ea depends also
on the type of asset transformed in cash. The incremental FVA is modified in the same fashion by
including the distinction between secured and unsecured funding.
Equation (22) does not only consider the CGap
at each period, which is covered with cash that has
to be funded unsecured in the market, but also all
21 By

∗

ΠCA (t0 , tb ) = FVAC (t0 , tb ) − FVAC (t0 , tb )

where FVAC (t0 , tb ) is defined in equation (13). It
should be stressed that only a small part of the
profit in (23) is certain, while the remaining is sub-

the way C aP (t) is already included in the CGap(t) at each t.

Fall 2014
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FIGURE 12: Collateral transformation from cash to an eligible asset and possible profit/loss Π.

ject to the future actual evolution of the portfolio
and of the (secured and unsecured) funding spread,
and to the possibility to operate collateral transformation at future times. It is possible also that
the quantity ΠCA (t0 , tb ) ≤ 0, so that the collateral
transformation produces more (expected) funding
costs.
In Figure 11 we represent the mechanics of the
collateral transformation from an eligible asset to
cash and when an arbitrage is possible.
Consider now the case when the bank receives
cash on the netted portfolio k and delivers the eligible asset as collateral on netted portfolio j. The
cash is trivially Cash(t) = CkR (t). The bank enters
a reverse repo transaction, where it delivers cash to
receive a given amount of asset:
x PA(t) =

To assess if there is any impact on the FVA of
the costs associated to the collateral posted after the
transformation, its is worth noting that the bank
receives an interest, which is proportional to the
repo rate r E , on the cash it delivers in the reverse
repo. The spread over the risk-free rate s E is in
this case earned by the bank, but this represents
no extra-yield: actually, the spread can be seen as
the (small) compensation to the lender for the residual risk it bears when lending money through a
secured transaction. When accounting for expected
losses upon default of the secured financing transaction, they match the interests corresponding to
the spread, so that the expected extra-yield s E is
nil. If we accept this reasoning, then the FVA is
not affected by the collateral transformation, which
produces no cost, but it has only to account for the
possible asymmetries between the money market
and collateral haircuts.
To this end, let us define w∗a (t) = (1 −
∗
C
H (t))/(1 − H M (t)); the FVAC can be defined as:
 Z t
R
b − u rv dv
∗
FVAC (t0 , tb ) = EQ −
e t0
s F (u)CGap(u)
t0

F
∗
aP
+ ∑ s (u)(1 − wa (u))C (u)du

|CkR (t)|
Cash(t)
=
(1 − H M ) A t
(1 − H M ) A t

This asset is used to post collateral CjP (t):

|CjP (t)| = x PA(t) (1 − HC ) At =

(1 − H C ) R
|C (t)|
(1 − H M ) k

The cash received as collateral provides the correct amount of asset if the haircuts applied in the
money market and in the collateral agreement are
the same, otherwise there is an imbalance that can
benefit or damage the bank. It is also worth noting
that the ratio is in this case the reverse of the similar
ratio above, which is in accordance with the reverse
order of the collateral transformation from cash to
eligible asset.

a

(24)
The reduction or the increase of funding costs is
given by the ratio w∗a (t): when it is above 1, or
the haircut on the collateral HC (t) < H M (t), then
less funding costs have to be paid an the bank can
exploit a collateral arbitrage. The reverse happens
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when w∗a (t) < 1 or HC (t) > H M (t). The profit, or
loss, generated by the collateral transformation is
assessed as in equation (23): there is an arbitrage
when ΠCA (t0 , tb ) > 0. Figure 12 schematically
shows how the collateral transformation works.
We can finally define the collateral arbitrage as:

Level 1 Assets: cash; central bank reserves (to the extent that they can be
drawn down in times of stress); marketable securities representing claims
on or claims guaranteed by sovereigns,
central banks, non-central government
public sector entities, the BIS, the IMF,
the EC, and certain multilateral development banks which meet specified criteria; and last, government or central bank
debt issued in domestic currencies by
the country in which the liquidity risk is
being taken or the bank’s home country.
A bank can hold any sovereign bond issued in domestic currency in its home
country, as well as any sovereign debt in
foreign currency, so long as it matches
the currency needs of the bank in that
country. The hair cut for Level 1 assets
is 0%.

Definition 7. The collateral arbitrage is the set of
transactions the bank can operate to obtain an amount
of collateral greater than the amount of received collateral. These transactions involve the transformation of
received collateral (e.g.: from eligible assets to cash, or
the reverse), which implies a cost to be paid by the bank
(it is at best nil, as in a reverse repo). This means that,
differently from the financial, the collateral arbitrage
does not generate any sure profit, but only an expansion
of available collateral by paying a secured funding cost
(or zero). The cost is paid in any case, even if the transformation does not produce a collateral increase. The
(expected) profit of the arbitrage lies in the decrease of
the global FVA of the bank after the collateral arbitrage
is implemented.

Level 2A: lower-rated sovereign, central
bank and PSE bonds, qualifying for 20%
risk weighting; and high quality covered
bonds, with a minimum credit rating
equal to AA-, however subject to some
haircuts. It is required to apply an 85%
factor to be multiplied against its total
amount, or a 15% haircut.

Regulatory LCR/Collateral Arbitrage
The liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) has recently been
introduced by the Basel Committee22 and it is designed to ensure that a bank maintains an adequate
level of unencumbered, high-quality assets that can
be converted into cash to meet its liquidity needs
for a 30-day time horizon under an acute liquidity
stress scenario specified by supervisors. Just to give
a very rough description,23 the LCR is defined as
the ratio of the bank’s stock of high-quality liquid
assets divided by a measure of its net cash outflows
over a 30-day time period. The standard requires
that the ratio be no lower than 100%:
LCR =

Level 2B: RMBS (25% haircut), corporate
bonds and equities (under some conditions, with a haircut of 50%), and a few
other assets with a haircut of 50%.
- NCO is the total net cash outflow occurring
during a period of 30 days next to the calculation of the index.

HQLA
≥ 100%
NCO

The LCR ≥ 100% is the regulatory requirement
for banks that run their business in nations adopting the Basel standards, so it is a constraint in the
composition of the portfolio of assets. It is very
likely that the assets included in the HQLA pool
are the same provided for in the collateral agreements between the bank and other counterparties,
since an asset is considered eligible if it has some
features that typically are common both in the LCR
regulation and in derivative contracts.
It is often the case that the haircut (possibly nil)
applied to an asset to comply with the LCR regulation is different from the haircut applied in bilateral
(or with CCPs) collateral agreements. For a given
asset A, eligible for LCR and for a collateral agreement, let HLCR be the haircut applied when it is
included in the HQLA of the LCR.

where
- HQLA (High-Quality Liquid Assets) is the
stock of liquid assets, issued by creditworthy entities, available to the bank: it includes
cash and unencumbered treasury bonds and
corporate bonds that fulfill some criteria of
low credit risk, ease and certainty of valuation
and low correlation with risky assets (this will
exclude from the stock bonds issued by financial institutions). Based on the issuer, there
is a classification of the assets in Level 1 and
Level 2: Level 2 assets cannot be more than
40% of the total stock. In more details the
HQLA comprises:
22 The
23 For

final document providing the rules on how to calculate the LCR is BIS [2].
more details, please refer to chapter 4 of Castagna and Fede [9].
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FIGURE 13: Possibility to exploit a regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage when the eligible asset is received as collateral.

Assume once again we have two netted portfolios k and j, whose value is offsetting: for both
portfolios the collateral can be posted either in cash
or in an eligible asset whose value is A(t) at time
t, when the amount of collateral received CkR (t)
matches (with the opposite sign) the amount to
posted CjP (t). Besides, let H R the haircut applied
on the eligible asset when it is received as collateral for portfolio k, and, respectively H P the haircut
applied on the eligible asset when it is posted as
collateral for portfolio j. We can identify two cases:

lows:
HQLA0

=HQLA−Cash+ x RA(t) A(t)(1−HLCR )
=HQLA−|CjP (t)|+|CkR (t)| (1−H

LCR )

(1−H R )

and, by assumption,

(1−HLCR )
(1−H R )

> 1 and since

=
we have that HQLA0 >
HQLA, thus implying a higher level of the
LCR. This means that more cash and eligible assets can be withdrawn from the HQLA
pool, until the old level l is reached again and
the bank is still compliant with the regulatory
minimum level. In Figure 13 we graphically
show how the regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage works.
|CjP (t)|

- Assume that the value in t of the bank’s
LCR = l (l ≥ 100% is the regulatory requirement) and consider the case when HLCR <
H R : when the asset is received as collateral, it
is possible to exploit the following regulatory
LCR/collateral arbitrage:

|CkR (t)|,

- Consider now the case when HLCR > H P :
when the cash is received as collateral, it
is possible to set up the following regulatory
LCR/collateral arbitrage:

1. insert the asset in the HQLA set, for an
amount equal to x RA(t) = |CkR (t)|/[(1 −

1. put the cash in the HQLA set, for an
amount equal to Cash = |CkR (t)|[(1 −
H P ) A(t)];

H R ) A(t)] received as collateral on the
netting portfolio k;

2. remove an amount of the asset A equal
to cash x PA(t) = |CjP (t)|/A(t) and use to
partially fulfill the collateral call on portfolio j for a fraction

2. remove an amount of cash Cash =
|CjP (t)| and use to fulfill the collateral
call on portfolio j.

x PA(t) [(1−H P ) A(t)]=

After these two operations, the LCR increases
at a new value LCR = l 0 > l, because the
numerator HQLA0 has been modified as fol-

|C jP (t)|
A(t)

[(1−H P ) A(t)];

3. use the remaining cash Cash =
x PA(t) A(t)H P received as collateral for
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FIGURE 14: Possibility to exploit a regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage when cash is received as collateral.

as collateral when HLCR ≤ H R : then it can be transformed in cash with an increase of the LCR; in the opposite case, when HLCR ≥ H R , the bank needs receive
cash as collateral, which can be transformed into the eligible asset with an increase of the LCR. In both cases,
an amount of collateral, greater than that one received,
will be available to the bank.

portfolio k to completely match the collateral request for portfolio j.
Also in this case, as we have seen above, after
these two operations, the LCR increases at a
new value LCR = l 0 > l because of a higher
numerator HQLA0 :
HQLA0 =HQLA+Cash− x PA(t) [(1−HLCR ) A(t)]

=HQLA+

|C P (t)|
|C R (t)|
P ) A ( t )]− j
k
[(
1
−H
[(1−HLCR ) A(t)]
A(t)
A(t)

Since |CjP (t)| = |CkR (t)| and, by assumption,

EXAMPLE 7 To show how to practically exploit
the regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage, consider
the case when the bank is Italian and has two
netted portfolios perfectly offsetting each other.
One of them is centrally cleared with the London Clearing House (LCH), whose collateral agreement allows to post collateral for the initial margin (I M) also in bonds. In Annex A we show
the haircuts applied by LCH on a set of eligible
bonds, on 16th August 2013. The other portfolio
is subject to a bilateral CSA agreement, whereby
the collateral can be posted in cash or in one
of the eligible assets designated in the contract.

[(1 − H P ) A(t)] ≥ [(1 − HLCR ) A(t)], then
HQLA0 > HQLA and the final outcome is
a higher level of the LCR. As before, this
means that more cash and eligible assets can
be withdrawn from the HQLA pool and are
available for collateral or other purposes. In
Figure 14 we show how the arbitrage works
in this case.
We can sum up the results we have obtained
and define the regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage:
Definition 8. When the haircut applied to an eligible of
a collateral agreement differs from the haircut (provided
by the regulation) applied to the same asset in the LCR,
then it is possible to set up a regulatory LCR/collateral
arbitrage, which will allow the bank to have more cash or
eligible asset’s amount available than the corresponding
amount received as collateral. To implement the arbitrage, the bank needs that the eligible asset be received
Fall 2014

Assume the bank receives from LCH 1,000,000
EUR collateral in 5Y BTPs, whose market price
is 98.00. The collateral received can be due to
a lower risk of the portfolio, that entails a lower
I M and hence a return of collateral, previously
posted, from LCH. The haircut applied on a 5Y
Italy BTP is H R = 7.75%, so for an amount
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of 1,000,000 EUR collateral, an amount of BTPs

net increase of the numerator HQLA is then:
Cash − x PA(t) [(1 − HLCR ) A(t)]

|CkR (t)|
(1 − H R ) A ( t )
1, 000, 000
= 1, 106, 133.51
=
(1 − 7.75%)0.98

x RA(t) =

|CkR (t)|
[(1 − H P ) A(t)]
A(t)
|CjP (t)|
−
[(1 − HLCR ) A(t)]
A(t)
1, 000, 000.00
=
[(1 − 2%) × 0.95]
0.95
1, 000, 000.00
[(1 − 15%) × 0.95]
−
0.95
= 130, 000.00
=

is received by the bank.
The bank can put this amount in the LCR, as
an asset of Level 1 whose haircut is HLCR =
0% and correspondingly withdraw an amount of
cash equal to 1,000,000 EUR to post as collateral,
increasing the numerator HQLA by an amount

So the bank has now 130,000.00 EUR extra cash
that can be used for collateral or other different purposes.

− Cash + x RA(t) A(t)(1 − HLCR )
(1 − HLCR )
(1 − H R )
1, 000, 000 × 0.98
= 1, 000, 000 −
(1 − 7.75%) × 0.98
= 106, 133.51

= −|CjP (t)| + |CkR (t)|

Finally, we have to assess the profit arising from
the regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage: also here,
as in the case of the collateral transformation, the
profit is the reduction of the FVA after the arbitrage is implemented. The same considerations
on the uncertainty of the future profits applies
∗
also to LCR/collateral arbitrage. Let FVAC (t0 , tb )
the funding value adjustment take accounts for
extra-cash generated by the LCR/collateral arbitrage, which reduces the need to fund collateral requests. Besides, let LBCLCR (t0 ) be the cost to hold
the liquidity buffer implied by the LCR ratio, and
∗
LBCLCR (t0 ) the same cost after the LCR/collateral
arbitrage is set up.25 The arbitrage profit is:

This amount can be further deducted from the
HQLA, by withdrawing cash for example, to fulfill other collateral requests or for other purposes.
Assume now that, differently from the case above,
the 1,000,000 EUR collateral received back by the
bank is cash. The bank has in its HQLA pool
1,000,000 EUR 5Y Government bond issued by Portugal, whose market price is 95.00. From the CSA
agreement in Annex B (which serves just as an
example of bilateral collateral agreement), we can
see that the haircut applied for this type of security is H P = 2% (or, 1 minus the valuation percentage indicated in the contract). This bond is
included in the Level 2A group (since the bank
is Italian and the issuer is a country different
from Italy), and hence it is subject to a haircut of
15%.24 The bank puts the 1,000,000 EUR received
in the HQLA pool and it withdraws an amount of
Portugal Government Bonds equal to amount of
collateral to be posted: x PA(t) = |CjP (t)|/A(t) =
1, 000, 000/0.95 = 1, 052, 631.58 so that the fraction of requested collateral that can be fulfilled is:

∗

Π LA (t0 , tb ) = [FVAC (t0 , tb ) − FVAC (t0 , tb )]
∗

+ [LBCLCR (t0 ) − LBCLCR (t0 )]

The profit of the arbitrage can be assessed only at
an aggregated basis, considering also the cost related to the holding of the LCR-implied liquidity
buffer, since the strategy involves a modification of
the composition of the existing buffer.

The Collateral Management Desk and
the Dealing Room

x PA(t) [(1 − H P ) A(t)]

In the Introduction of this article, we defined the collateralisation and the collateral in a way that highlighted its links to the liquidity and funding managment. These links should now be even clearer after
we discussed the collateral allocation tools and the
strategies in previous chapters.
The collateral management, in our opinion, cannot be really be separated from the liquidity and
funding management, since the future positive or

= |CjP (t)|/A(t)[(1 − H P ) A(t)]
=

1, 000, 000
× [(1 − 2%) × 0.95] = 980, 000.00
0.95

To match completely the collateral request, an
additional amount of Cash = 20, 000 EUR is
withdrawn from the HQLA, so that |CjP (t)| =
980, 000.00 + 20, 000.00 = 1, 000, 000.
The
24 See
25 See

(25)

BIS [2], par. 52.
Castagna and Fede [9], ch. 7, for a possible method to measure the liquidity buffer costs.
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FIGURE 15: Allocation to the relevant desks of the different components of the value to the bank of a derivative contract.

negative cash flows, deriving from the collateralisation activity, cannot be managed without considering the overall bank’s cash position. Moreover, the
funding of negative cash flows, and the planning of
future funding, has to be outlined on an aggregated
basis taking into account the bank’s comprehensive
future funding needs.
A similar argument, supporting the interdependencies between the collateralisation activity and the repo activity, can be presented too: it
is quite clear that the collateral management involves trading in contracts typically dealt by the
Repo Desk, such as repo, buy/sell back and security lending. It is quite immediate to argue that the
Collateral Management and the Repo Desks should
work in tight cooperation. Besides, Repo Desks are
often a part of bank’s Treasury, together with the
Funding Desk, already in the current organisation
of many banks, due to the secured funding aspect
of many repo (or sell/buy back) transactions.
In the end, we think that the Funding, Repo and
Collateral Management Desks should be distinct,
but all included within the more ample perimeter
of the bank’s Treasury, to make easier and more
effective the manifests inter-dependencies and connections amongst their activities. Also the skills
required to traders for all the three Desks are similar and, more specifically, referring to the ability
to work in the money and capital markets, even
though the understanding of derivative risk management will be a fundamental requisite for the
entire modern Treasury.
In fact, the Treasury will deal not only with
the liquidity and funding management, but also
the management of the LVA and FVA quantities,
which, although broadly speaking still refer to fund-

ing and liquidity, can be at the same time seen as
complex hybrid derivatives that must be monitored
and managed by the same skills needed on a derivative desk.
The new organisation of the bank, and more
specifically of the dealing room, should firstly focus on the allocation of the value components of a
contract included in the bank’s portfolios, amongst
the different desks.26 In Figure 15 we visualise the
allocation to different desks of the value to the bank
of the contract:
- the “pure” value (i.e.: without considering
collateralisation, liquidity and credit effects)
remains in the derivative desk that traded it
(e.g.: IRD Desk in case of a swap);
- the Credit Value Adjustment (CVA) is passed
to the Credit Treasury Desk, which is the desk
managing the counterparty credit risk of the
bank on an aggregated basis;
- the LVA and the FVA are passed to the Treasury Department, which includes the Repo
Desk, the Collateral Management Desk and
the Funding Desk.
It should be noted that the DVA is not part of the
value of the contract, but a cost that is either covered
or not covered by the margin the bank manages to
attach to the contract.27
The LVA, FVA and CVA components should
computed on an incremental basis for each deal,
as we have seen analysing the collateral allocation
tools: there we did not study the full FVA (i.e.: the
funding adjustment due to factors other than the
collateralisation) nor the CVA, but their calculation
can be operated by the same token.

26 For a discussion on the difference between price and value to the bank of a contract, see Castagna [6] and Castagna and Fede [9],
ch. 10. For a discussion of the relevant components that should be included in the value, see Castagna [8].
27 See Castagna [5], [7] and [8].
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FIGURE 16: The operations of the different desks of the Treasury with the market and the internal relation with other desks in
affecting the TSAA and the TSL.

The Treasury Department manages the LVA and
FVA collectively: it is an activity run in strict cooperation amongst the tree desks belonging to the
department, although the LVA can be assumed to
be monitored by the Collateral Management, the
secured fraction of the FVA by the Repo Desk and,
finally, the unsecured part of the FVA by the Funding Desk. The access to a global view of the TSAA
is essential to both the Collateral and Repo Desk,
whereas a global view of the Term Structure of Cash
Flows (TSCF) and the Term Structure of Expected
Liquidity (TSLe ) is useful to all the three desks.28
In addition to the monitoring of the LVA and
FVA, some activities can be considered specific to
the Collateral Desk. In more detail, the Collateral Management Desk will be focussing on the
optimisation of the allocation of collateral, on the
effective use and re-hypothecation of the received
collateral, on the transformation strategies and regulatory LCR/collateral arbitrage.
In Figure 16 we show how the three desks of the
Treasury are related. The Collateral Desk receives
or delivers cash or securities as collateral to or from
bank’s customers and other banks/dealers. The
(either positive or negative) cash variations affect
the expected collateral projections, but more generally and at a more aggregated level, they affect the
TSL which is monitored also by the Funding and
Repo Desks. The positive or negative variations in
one or more securities affect the TSAA, which is
monitored also by the Repo Desk.
The Repo Desk operates typically in the
credit (money) market via secured finance trans28 See

actions involving cash vs securities, flowing both
ways; the desk also operates directly with other
banks/dealers and customers. Also in this case, the
variations in cash and in securities affect, respectively, the TSL and the TSAA, monitored by the
Funding and Collateral Desks too.
Finally, the Funding Desk operates in the credit
and (longer term) capital markets and in the equity
market to fund the short and long term activity of
the bank. The transactions of the Funding Desk
involve cash variations that affect the TSL, which is
monitored also by the Repo and Collateral Desks.
It is also worth noting that at least other two
trading desks, not belonging to the Treasury, may
play a role, broadly speaking, in the collateralisation activity: the Equity and Bond Desks. These
desks operate in the exchanges or in the OTC markets or with customers, when providing dealing
services. The cash they receive or pay after selling or buying a security goes into the TSL, while
the security enters the TSAA. Depending on the
trading strategies of the two desks, the securities
dealt by them could be used as collateral: a coordination with the Collateral Desks, or with the Repo
Desk, is more difficult but still possible and useful
to improve the collateral management.

Conclusion
In this article we have analysed the Collateral Management activity within a proposed framework that
considers the bank’s internal demand and supply
of collateral. The framework allows to easily iden-

Castagna and Fede [9], ch. 6, for the definitions of TSCF and TSLe .
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tify the tasks related to the effective collateralisation
activity, and the tools the bank needs to use to complete them. This implies deep changes in banks’
processes and organisation.
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Bond Settlement Migration
Introduction and Main Implications

In this article the author describes the
change in settlement procedure that has
involved bond trades from the beginning of October, 2014 on. The migration from settlement date T + 3 to settlement date T + 2 has introduced new benefits in bond risk handling but also some
criticalities to be taken into account.

three days (T + 3). In order to harmonize and improve the efficiency of securities settlement practices, it has been decided to move most markets to
date plus two days (T + 2).
The migration has gone live on Monday 6th October 2014. Trades made before or on Friday 3rd
October 2014 have still been settled following T + 3
convention, while trades made from Monday 6th
October 2014 are following T + 2 settlement cycle.
The migration from T + 3 to T + 2 is related
to transactions in transferable securities executed
on trading venues (Regulated Markets (RM), Multilateral Trading Facilities (MTFs) and Organised
Trading Facilities (OTFs)). In details, the following
instruments are in scope:

Giuseppe MAMMANA
n April, 15th 2014 the European Parliament
has adopted the CSDR (Central Securities
Depositories Regulation). The CSDR introduces some important points on securities transactions such as dematerialisation, harmonised settlement periods, settlement discipline measures and
common rules for central securities depositories
(CSDs). This is the result of the decision, took from
the European Commission after the 2007/2008 financial crisis, to start a process of harmonization
of CSDs’ practices, in order to improve safety and
efficiency of transaction settlement.
CSDs (Central Securities Depositories) are key
infrastructures whose scope is to guarantee the processing of securities transactions in financial markets and the safety and efficiency of post-trade securities settlement.
In particular, CSDR has introduced a new settlement cycle for securities transactions.
In the vast majority of European markets, the
settlement period for securities has been date plus

O
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- Cash Equities
- Fixed Income Instruments
- Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
- Warrants
- Securities settlement stemming from derivatives contracts
The list of impacted markets is:
- 25 markets have confirmed 6 Oct 2014 as
migration date: Austria, Belgium, Croatia,
Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Sweden, Switzerland, and
the UK.
- 1 market (Bosnia & Herzegovina) has agreed
to migrate to T + 2 on 1 January 2015.
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Trade Date

Settlement Date

Thursday 2nd October 2014

Tuesday 7th October 2014

Friday 3rd October 2014

Wednesday 8th October 2014

Monday 6th October 2014

Wednesday 8th October 2014

Tuesday 7th October 2014

Thursday 9th October 2014

TABLE 1: Examples of settlement dates before and after the bond settlement migration.

- 1 market (Spain) have seen Fixed Income securities migrating on 6 October but Equities
are not expected to move to T + 2 until Q4
2015.

unsettled, the greater is the possibility to incur
in in a loss due to fluctuations in securities
prices. This effect is particularly consistent
during periods of high volatility. According
to a study done by NSCC “mark-to-market
requirements would be reduced by 48% in a
T + 2 environment”.

- 2 markets have not yet fixed a date for migrating to T + 2 (Liechtenstein and Romania).
- 2 markets already use T + 2: Bulgaria and
Slovenia.

Besides all the benefits that the migration should
bring, market participants are expected to put in
place all the needed steps in order to align to the
new convention.
They will have to adapt their own procedures
to complete the pre-settlement stages of the trade
lifecycle more quickly; trades will have to be verified on the same day they are executed; the IT
infrastructure used for payment and clearing will
have to be improved. Finally, a particular attention,
should be reserved to cross-border securities transactions with counterparties outside Europe in order
to assure that they will be settled on T + 2 too.

- 1 market (Germany) is already using T + 2
for exchange activity. OTC transactions are
currently on T + 3 and are recommended to
move to T + 2, as per ICMA guidelines.

Main implications and benefits of the migration
The introductin of this bond settlement migration
shall have several implication especially in bond
risk management. In particular some benefits may
be the following:

Some criticalities

- First of all, the harmonization should prevent
settlement fails due to different rules used in
different markets. Faster and more efficient
settlement procedures are seen as an important achievement for risk management, in order to reduce counterparty risk. For market
participants, indeed, a shorter settlement cycle would result in a lower exposure to default
by their clients.

A particular criticality in the migration process will
be faced by banks using an internal risk assessment process. They will have to align their pricing
models and the systems they use for the position
keeping in order to adapt to the new settlement
convention used.
A key issue is to ensure that the migration process doesn’t affect past revaluation results.
In an IT infrastructure which leverages on position keeping and FO systems, settlement convention information could not be versioned and if it is
just changed in static data systems, PL evaluations
before the 6th of October will be wrong.
In order to correctly handle this situation it is
necessary to set up an information about the new
settlement convention, which will be activated in
the system only if the trade evaluation is done after
the 6th of October.
Moreover, considering that not all the markets
have adopted the t + 2 convention, the new information will have to be customized at market-level
in order to ensure that the new configuration will
affect only the securities from impacted markets.

- The reduction in counterparty risk for all the
parties involved in markets would result in a
mitigation of systemic risk too.
- A shortened settlement cycle will also reduce
the capital required to market participants
in order to mitigate risks. During periods
of high volatility additional liquidity needs
would be reduced, freeing up capital for clearing participants. Market players experiencing
lower liquid capital requirements will be also
able to reinvest liquidity faster.
- Least but not last, a reduction in market risk
could be achieved. The longer a trade remains
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Aggiustamenti Prudenziali al
Valore dei Derivati
FVA di IFRS 13 e AVA di EBA: ultimi
aggiornamenti

L’autore presenta un aggiornamento in
materia di aggiustamenti prudenziali al
valore degli strumenti derivati negoziati
over-the-counter dalle banche. Al già
noto FVA definito con l’introduzione
dell’IFRS 13 nel 2011 vanno ad aggiungersi altri aggiustamenti prudenziali voluti dalla Capital Requirements
Regulation (CRR) pubblicata nel 2013. In
particolare in questo contributo vengono
approfonditi i due approcci previsti dalla
regolamentazione per il calcolo del valore prudenziale di un contratto derivato.

Lo scopo è quello di aggiungere alla valutazione di
Fair Value un fattore prudenziale.
L’utilizzo dei fattori di aggiustamento è la conseguenza della difficoltà di valutazione di contratti
derivati a fronte di una drammatica riduzione della
liquidità, come mostrato dalla crisi finanziaria iniziata nel 2007.
Da allora in poi si è assistito ad un continuo sforzo, da parte dei Regolatori, per giungere a metodologie che rendano la valutazione
dei contratti OTC maggiormente prudenziale.
L’impostazione è giustificata dal fatto che non solo
situazioni di crisi possono accrescere l’incertezza
legata alla valutazione dei prodotti finanziari, ma,
per certe tipologie di strumenti, anche normali condizioni di mercato generano difficoltà di determinazione del valore.
A conferma di ciò, anche la CRR (Capital Requirements Regulation), pubblicata nel 2013, prevede
che siano adottati degli ulteriori aggiustamenti prudenziali al valore dei contratti derivati, denominati
AVAs (Additional Value Adjustments).

Giampaolo BON

l 12 Maggio 2011 lo IASB ha pubblicato l’IFRS
13 "Valutazione del Fair value’’ che fornisce una
guida completa su come valutare il fair value di
attività e passività finanziarie e non finanziarie. Il
Fair Value di uno strumento finanziario è definito
come “il prezzo che si percepirebbe per la vendita di
un’attività ovvero che si pagherebbe per il trasferimento
di una passività in una regolare operazione tra operatori
di mercato alla data di valutazione”.
Nella determinazione del Fair Value, i modelli di
pricing dovranno includere dei fattori di aggiustamento riferibili al rischio di controparte, al proprio
rischio di credito e al funding (CVA/DVA e FVA).

I
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Panoramica sugli FVA
L’IFRS 13 definisce il Fair Value (FV) di uno strumento finanziario come il ricavo/costo connesso al
trasferimento di una determinata attività/passività
tra i partecipanti al mercato ad una certa data.
Sulla base di questa definizione, è possibile misurare il fair value in due modi diversi:
1. prodotto tra prezzo quotato dell’attività/
passività e ammontare detenute: questa pro-
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cedura è sempre usata nel caso di valori e/o
parametri direttamente osservabili; essa non
prevede alcun aggiustamento ma si basa semplicemente sulla relazione Prezzo x Quantità
(PxQ);

La necessità di introdurre tale regolamentazione
nasce dalla Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR)
575/2013, detta “Basilea 3”, in vigore dal 1 Gennaio 2014, nella quale viene definito l’obbligo per
le istituzioni finanziarie di effettuare la prudential
valuation da detrarre al Common Equity Tier 1 capital.
Gli aggiustamenti (denominati AVA - Additional
Value Adjustment) dovranno essere calcolati come
una correzione al fair value al fine di ottenere un
valore prudenziale degli strumenti, entro un determinato livello di confidenza (stabilito al 90%). In
altre parole, l’AVA è definito come la differenza tra
il fair value e il prudent value.
L’EBA prevede due modalità di calcolo, una
semplificata (Simplified Approach) e una evoluta (
Core Approach):

ri2. procedura di Portfolio Exception:
cavo/costo legato al trasferimento di una posizione nettata.
Il secondo metodo rappresenta un’eccezione
al normale principio di calcolo del fair value ed
è permesso solamente nel caso in cui l’aggregato di
strumenti sia detenuto con la finalità di copertura
dell’esposizione ad uno o più fattori di rischio.
Nel caso in cui non sia possibile rappresentare
un valore coerente di liquidazione (exit price) per
ogni singolo strumento in maniera diretta (P x Q),
è necessario aggiungere degli aggiustamenti al fair
value, denominati Fair Value Adjustments (FVA). Essi
riguardano:

1. Approccio semplificato: può essere scelto
solo dalle istituzioni il cui portafoglio di contratti derivati misurati a fair value è, in valore
assoluto, al di sotto di 15 miliardi di euro;

- le imperfezioni della tecnica di valutazione
qualora non riesca a cogliere le caratteristiche dell’attività/passività, pricipalmente per
problemi legati alla calibrazione del modello;

2. Approccio “core”: più complesso ed articolato, si basa sul calcolo di 9 diversi AVA, da
aggregare opportunamente, con metodologie
sviluppate ad hoc.

- l’applicazione di un bid-ask spread per rendere
il fair value il più aderente possibile alle attuali
condizioni di mercato;

Approccio sempilificato. L’approccio semplificato
può essere utilizzato solo dalle istituzioni la cui
somma delle posizioni misurate a fair value considerate in valore assoluto non superi i 15 miliardi di
euro.
Tale approccio non prevede una distinzione tra
le varie tipologie di AVAs, ma consente di determinare un unico valore di AVA calcolato come lo
0.1% della somma delle attività e passività tenute
al fair value. Nella versione preliminare, era invece
la somma fra questa grandezza e il 25% del profitto
netto non realizzato sulle posizioni al fair value.
Si noti come il concetto di Profitto non realizzato
rimane nell’approccio "core".
Le istituzioni che ricorrono all’approccio semplificato non devono calcolare gli AVA su contratti
detenuti in portafoglio a scopo di copertura o bilanciamento.
Il profitto (o la perdita) non realizzata su un singolo strumento finanziario non è altro che la discrepanza tra la valutazione corrente dello strumento stesso ed il suo prezzo di acquisto. Il profitto
netto non realizzato, per tutti i contratti misurati a
fair value, è la differenza tra:

- il rischio di controparte;
- l’incertezza nella misurazione del fair value
legata, ad esempio, ad una riduzione della
liquidità nel mercato per le transazioni delle
attività/passività da valutare.
Tutti gli aggiustamenti sono calcolati sulla base
di posizioni nettate (units of measurement), e risultano pertanto disomogenei con i principi contabili,
in quanto questi non prevedono la rappresentazione di posizioni aggregate ma, al contrario, impongono che ciascuna posizione sia presa in considerazione individualmente: per questa ragione
risulta necessario predisoprre una metodologia di
riallocazione degli aggiustamenti aggregati sui singoli contratti che compongono il portafoglio. La
metodolgia non è definita a priori dall’IFRS13, ma è
lasciata a discrezione dell’istituzione.

Panoramica sugli AVA
La European Banking Authority (EBA) ha pubblicato in data 31 Marzo 2014 il FINAL draft RTS
dal titolo “On Prudential Valuation under Article
105(14) of Regulation (EU) 575/2013”. Tale documento riguarda il calcolo della valutazione prudenziale di tutte le posizioni misurate al fair value.

1. la somma di tutti profitti non realizzati;
2. la somma di tutte le perdite non realizzate;
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FIGURE 1: Rapporto sull’attività di mercato in swap EUR. Fonte: www.gtranalytics.com su dati pubblici DTCC SDR.

fair value per la valutazione di un singolo strumento.
Queste differenze sono ancor più evidenti in mercati poco liquidi e con una trasparenza ridotta.

Nel caso in cui questa differenza sia minore di
zero, il profitto non realizzato deve essere posto pari
a zero.

Il market price uncertainty AVA è determinato individuando un valore all’interno di un range per
cui l’istituzione possa smobilizzare la posizione ad
un livello di confidenza del 90%.

Approccio “core” . L’approccio “core” prevede che
vengano calcolati 9 diversi AVA, tenendo conto anche delle circostanze che si possono presentare.
Tutti gli aggiustamenti dovranno essere calcolati
su base aggregata.
Non tutti gli AVA indicati dall’EBA devono essere considerati congiuntamente per il calcolo del
prudent value: alcuni potranno essere tralasciati se
non rilevanti ai fini della rappresentazione prudenziale. Ad esempio, non sempre sarà necessario
calcolare un aggiustamento per l’eccessiva concentrazione della posizione su uno specifico contratto,
se l’istituzione è in grado di smobilizzarla in un
tempo ragionevole.
Nel caso in cui non sia possibile calcolare uno o
più dei nove AVA come descritto negli articoli 9-17
del Final Draft, ad esempio a causa della mancanza
dei dati necessari, la regolamentazione permette
ancora di valutarli come somma

Tuttavia questo AVA può essere posto pari a
zero nel caso in cui l’istituzione abbia evidenza
che lo strumento sia altamente liquido e non ci sia
incertezza attorno alla determinazione del prezzo.

Close-out costs
L’incertezza nell’exit price di una posizione nasce
non solo dall’incertezza attorno al suo mid price ma
anche da quella relativa al bid-ask spread: tale aspetto viene preso in considerazione tramite il closeout costs AVA. Se il market price uncertainty AVA è
calcolato sulla base di quotazioni disponibili sul
mercato, il close-out costs AVA può essere posto pari
a zero. Se una esposizione non ha valore pari a
zero, le Istituzioni utilizzeranno per determinare
sia il market price uncertainty che i close-out costs una
strumentazione idonea a monitorare serie storiche
di prezzi realmente trattati sul mercati, integrandoli
con serie storiche di prezzi indicativi (ad esempio:
pagine pubblicate da primari broker su Reuters o
su Bloomberg), di prezzi di consenso (forniti da
servizi come Markit).

(a) del 100% del profilo netto non realizzato sulle
posizioni al fair value ;
(b) del 10% del valore nominale, per i derivati,
o del 25% del valore di mercato ridotto
dell’ammontare calcolato in (a), per gli strumenti finanziaria di tipo non-derivati.
Di seguito si forniscono le modalità di calcolo
dei singoli aggiustamenti.

Prezzi realmente trattati sul mercato sono
disponibili piuttosto agvolmente a seguito degli obblighi di trascrizione dei contratti che le normative
sia Europea (EMIR) che Americana (Dodd-Frank)
hanno imposto agli operatori di mercato. Vale la
pena ricordare che questi dati necessitano di opportuni strumenti di estrazione e di analisi, come ad
esempio www.gtranalytics.com .

Market price uncertainty
La determinazione del fair value può essere influenzata da numerosi fattori, tra cui differenti dati di
mercato e diverse metodologie di valutazione: tutto
ciò potrebbe condurre alla determinazione di più
Fall 2014
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FIGURE 2: Rapporto sull’attività di mercato in swap EONIA. Fonte: www.gtranalytics.com su dati pubblici DTCC SDR.

2. l’incertezza dovuta al rischio per il modello
usato per calcolare CVA.

Concentration and liquidity
L’identificazione di una posizione concentrata
avviene confrontando l’esposizione dell’istituzione
con l’ammontare medio scambiato nel mercato su
contratti analoghi e con durata residua equivalente.
Nel caso in cui si individui una posizione che
può essere definita “concentrata”, ossia nel caso in
cui non sia disponibile un prezzo di mercato che
consenta di smobilizzare immediatamente il suo
intero ammontare, l’EBA prevede che siano definiti
un periodo prudenziale di smobilizzo (prudent exit period) e un aggiustamento calcolato considerando
la volatilità dei parametri di valutazione, del bidoffer spread e l’impatto di una ipotetica startegia di
smobilizzo sui prezzi di mercato.
Questo aggiustamento è necessario solo qualora
il prudent exit period sia superiore all’orizzonte temporale di dieci giorni.29
Anche questo aggiustamento, ancor di più che
i precedenti, va determinato sulla base di prezzi e
volumi di contratti realmente chiusi sul mercato. I
dati delle Trade Repository sono essenziali: un esempio di analisi che aiuti la banca nella stima della
liquidità di un certo mercato, è riportato in Figura 1,
dove sono mostrate alcune statistiche per i contratti
di swap in Euro, 1Y Fix vs 6M Floating, chiusi nella
seconda metà del 2013. E’ immediato rilevare che
talune scadenze soffrono di una marcata illiquidità.

Model risk
Il model risk emerge per quei contratti per i quali gli
operatori di mercato utilizzano più modelli o più
calibrazioni e non c’è un prezzo di mercato univocamente determinato. La valutazione del rischio di
modello deve considerare la diversità dei vari approcci possibili e la complessità del prodotto. Ove
possibile, le istituzioni dovrebbero calcolare il rischio di modellocomparando le valutazioni prodotte
da diversi modelli e da diverse calibrazioni.
L’aggiustamento sarà deteminato come il novantesimo percentile della gamma di valori prodotta
dai vari modelli e dalle differenti calibrazioni.
Il model risk è importante anche per strumenti
apparentemente liquidi e semplici da prezzare,
come per esempio degli interest rate swap. Infatti, data la corrente metodologia di mercato di valutare questi contratti con un approccio multicurva,
è abbastanza agevole identificare rischi di interpolazione e/o estrapolazione legati alla definizione
delle curve di sconto (ricavate dai contratti OIS o
EONIA swap) e delle curve di proiezione dei tassi
a termine (ricavate dagli swap contro Libor 3M o
6M). Se ci si affida alle pagine indicative di fornitori di informazioni, quali Bloomberg o Reuters, si
ha la falsa impressione che il mercato sia piuttosto
completo ed uniformemente liquido.
In realtà, un’analisi dei dati relativi alle effettive
transazioni svela molto rapidamenete che il mercato
degli OIS (o EONIA) swap è particolarmente illiquido a partire dai 3 anni di scadenza. Con un rapporto come quello mostrato in Figura 2, si giunge
a questa conclusione agevolmente: il contratto più
liquido è quello a scadenza 5 anni, che tratta ogni 13
ore circa (ultima colonna del rapporto). Ma questo
significa anche che la banca si espone al rischio di
calibrazione delle curve di sconto e di proiezione

Unearned credit spreads
L’incertezza nel calcolo del Credit Valuation
Adjustment (CVA), ossia nella valutazione
dell’aggiustamento necessario per includere il valore attuale della perdita attesa dovuto al fallimento
della controparte.
L’AVA in questione deve includere:
1. l’incertezza del prezzo di mercato del rischio di
fallimento della controparte;
29 Orizzonte

temporale definito nell’articolo 365 della Regolamentazione 575/2013 (CRR).
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di tassi a termine, che avviene su dati indicativi per
la maggior parte dei casi, e non su prezzi effettivamente ’scambiati sul mercato . L’impatto su un
libro di swap può essere rilevante e la rivalutazione
subire distorsioni considerevoli.
Anche per l’aggiustamento del model risk non
può fare a meno di utilizzare in modo appropriato
i dati disponibili sulle transazioni di mercato, a integrazione degli altri dati di consenso ed indicativi.

Early termination
L’early termination considera le potenziali perdite
derivanti da una chiusura anticipata rispetto a
quanto previsto dai termini contrattuali (ad esempio una operazione di buyback della controparte).
Questo tipo di AVA deve essere calcolato prendendo in considerazione la percentuale di operazioni che sono storicamente terminate prima della
scadenza e la perdita che è emersa in questi casi.
La predisposizione di modelli comportamentali/statistici, ad integrazione degli usuali modelli
di valutazione basati su approccio neutrale al rischio, è indispensabile per poter apportare questo
tipo di aggiustamento. Bisogna peraltro rilevare che
poche categorie di contratti si espongono a questo
genere di rischio.

Investing and funding costs
I costi di investimento e di finanziamento devono essere calcolati distinguendo tra due diverse tipologie
di strumenti:
1. per i derivati fortemente collateralizzati deve
essere calcolato un aggiustamento valutando
l’incertezza attorno al quadro di riferimento
di valutazione;

Operational risks
Nel caso in cui un’istituzione applichi l’Advanced
Measurement Approach for Operational Risk30 , allora
può porre l’aggiustamento per il rischio operativo
pari a zero.
In caso contrario, l’aggiustamento per il rischio
operativo viene calcolato come il 10% della somma
degli AVA relativi al market price uncertainty e al
close-out-cost.

2. nel caso di derivati scarsamente collateralizzati o totalmente non collateralizzati, deve essere calcolato un aggiustamento includendo
costi e benefici di finanziamento per tutta la
durata del contratto dello strumento.
Sebbene la normativa parli di benefici, questi
vanno definiti in modo molto specifico, per evitare
di attribuire profitti figurativi che non relizzino poi
effettivamente durante la vita contrattuale. A nostro avviso questa è un’area della valutazione dei
derivati soggetta a studio e non escludiamo mutamenti di opinione sia degli operatori di mercato che
della regolamentazione nei prossimi mesi, o forse
anni.

Il rapporto tra FVA ed AVA
E’ importante sottolineare il rapporto tra FVA e
AVA: l’EBA prevede che ciascun AVA sia calcolato,
nel caso in cui si presentino sovrapposizioni con
l’FVA, in forma residuale, ovvero come differenza
tra l’AVA stesso e l’FVA corrispondente (ovviamente
facendo riferimento sempre allo stesso fattore di rischio). Alcuni AVA sono riconducibili agli FVA prescritti dall’IFRS13: la Figura 3 mostra che le sovrapposizioni tra AVA e FVA riguardano soprattutto il
calcolo attorno all’incertezza nella valutazione.

Future administrative costs
I costi amministrativi futuri, che includono anche
quelli collegati alle future coperture, devono essere calcolati su tutta la vita residua delle esposizioni per cui non è applicabile un exit price per
l’aggiustamento per i costi di close-out-cost (cioè
l’aggiustamento è calcolato utilizzando esposizioni
nettate), scontando l’ammontare al tasso privo di
rischio.
In particolare, dovranno essere considerati
tutti i costi fissi in cui incorrerà l’istituzione per
l’attività di gestione di portafoglio, ovviamente considerando anche la dinamica e le dimensioni del
portafoglio.
I costi includono tutte le spese per il personale, quelle infrastrutturali e tutti i costi attesi di
copertura.
30 Definito
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Aggregazione degli AVA
L’aggregazione è un’operazione richiesta solo nel
"Core" approach.
Nello specifico, l’AVA totale è la somma degli
AVA delle diverse categorie rappresentate negli Articoli 9-17 del Final Draft.
L’AVA di una categoria può esso stesso essere
calcolato come aggregazione di AVA diversi, dovuta
alla presenza di valuation input differenti. Le differenze riguardano in particolare l’aggregazione
per “incertezza sulle quotazioni di mercato”, “costi
di chiusura” e “rischio di modello”. In queste tre

nel titolo III Capitolo 4 della Regolamentazione 575/2013 (CRR)
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FIGURE 3: Relazione tra FVA e AVA.

categorie di AVA, è possibile considerare due regole: la somma del 50% degli AVA, come prima,
oppure la somma dei singoli AVA meno il 50%
delle differenze aggregate fra valore atteso e valore
prudenziale.
Dopo aver calcolato gli AVAs, l’aggregazione
avviene separatamente a seconda dell’AVA in questione.
In particolare, tutti gli AVA ad esclusione dei tre
sopra menzionati, possono essere sommati algebricamente al fine di ottenere la loro aggregazione.

parte dell’esposizione risulta concentrata sulle scadenze più brevi (1Y-3Y); inoltre, i portafogli sono
costruiti in modo tale da rappresentare una gamma
di esposizioni al rischio tasso per la banca da totalmente “corto” (tutti gli swap sono pagatori di
tasso fisso) a totalmente “lungo” (tutti gli swap
sono ricevitori di tasso fisso).
Nelle Figure 4 e 5 sono riportati solo i portafogli
che risultano 2% in the money e 2% out of the
money: si tratta, in altre parole, di portafogli di interest rate swap il cui tasso fisso è, rispettivamente,
inferiore e superiore rispetto ai tassi di mercato
correnti.
Nell’analisi sono stati considerati solo gli AVA
più rilevanti in termini monetari, ovvero il market
price uncertainty, il close-out cost e l’operational risk.
Questi possono essere calcolati a prescindere dai
modelli di valutazione, dai parametri di input e
dalle calibrazioni utilizzati all’interno delle diverse
istituzioni.
Analizzando le tabelle risulta evidente come
l’approccio "core" sia meno dispendioso per quasi
tutti i portafogli.
L’analisi del gruppo di portafogli in the money
(Figura 4) mostra che l’approccio semplificato è
maggiormente conveniente solo per i portafogli 8,
9 e 10, per i quali l’istituzione è fortemente sbilanciata dal lato receiver e quindi è in una situazione
di perdita non realizzata (nel qual caso l’approccio
semplificato prevede che sia considerato solo lo
0.1% della somma delle posizioni misurate a fair
value considerate in valore assoluto): ciò significa
che in tutte le altre circostanze in cui l’istituzione
sia in una situazione di profitto non realizzato,
l’approccio semplificato risulta altamente penalizzante.
L’analisi dei portafogli out of the money (Figura
5), analogamente al caso precedente, mostra che
l’approccio “core" risulta complessivamente molto

Documentazione e controllo
La metodologia per la valutazione prudenziale deve
essere riportata all’interno di un documento che
sarà revisionato annualmente e approvato dal senior management.
Il sistema di calcolo degli AVA deve essere inizialmente autorizzato e successivamente monitorato da un’autorità di vigilanza indipendente. Inoltre, le istituzioni devono controllare il processo
di calcolo e avere risorse adeguate per assicurare
una valutazione congrua anche durante i periodi di
stress.
La metodologia per il calcolo dell’AVA secondo
l’approccio semplificato, se da un lato permette
di risparmiare tempo e risorse per il calcolo e
l’aggregazione degli AVA, dall’altro risulta particolarmente dispendioso e punitivo. Nelle figure 4 e
5 è riportato un esempio di applicazione degli approcci semplificato e "core", con la finalità di individuare le differenze in termini di capitale assorbito.
Il confronto è stato effettuato considerando dieci
diversi portafogli di swap, ciascuno dei quali è composto da contratti caratterizzati da diverse scadenze
tra 1 e cinquanta anni.
In particolare, si è cercato di simulare un tipico
portafoglio di swap di una banca in cui la maggior
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FIGURE 4: Approccio Semplificato vs "core". Tutti gli swap sono in the money (2%)

FIGURE 5: Approccio Semplificato vs "core". Tutti gli swap sono out of the money (2%).

Conclusioni

più conveniente dell’approccio semplificato, il quale
sembra essere preferibile solo nei casi 1, 2 e 3
dove, specularmente all’ipotesi analizzata sopra,
l’istituzione è in una situazione di pedita non realizzata, poiché essa è fortemente sbilanciata dal lato
payer.

Il calcolo degli FVA e degli AVA presenta numerose
difficoltà: nel primo caso è previsto un complesso
meccanismo di sub-allocazione dell’aggiustamento
totale su tutti i singoli contratti del portafoglio, la
cui definizione metodologica viene lasciata a discrezione della singola istituzione.
Anche nel secondo caso, per il calcolo degli AVA
sono presenti numerose criticità ed incertezze in
quanto a seconda della metodologia adottata il prudent value può differire sensibilmente dal valore di
fair value.
Soprattutto vanno definiti dei modelli e delle
pratiche che al momento non sono state ancora
sviluppate, o almeno non sono condivise pubblicamente tra gli operatori di mercato.
Iason ltd ha seguito un primario gruppo bancario internazionale, nella realizzazione di un
quadro metodologico complessivo per il calcolo
degli degli AVA e degli FVA. Il supporto che Iason
può fornire si estende a:

Oltre ad un vantaggio complessivo dato da
una metodologia di calcolo favorevole, l’approccio
"core" è preferibile rispetto all’approccio semplificato in quanto consente alle istituzioni un ulteriore
beneficio in termini di capitale. Infatti, l’approccio
evoluto consente di ridurre il numero di parametri
su cui calcolare gli aggiustamenti e questi, conseguentemente, risulteranno maggiormente convenienti dal punto di vista dell’istituzione.
Ad esempio, nel caso dell’aggiustamento
dovuto al market price uncertainty, è possibile isolare
la parte di curva in cui risulta evidente l’assenza di
incertezza nella valutazione ed escluderla dal calcolo dell’aggiustamento, traendo così un vantaggio
in termini di capitale. A questo scopo, nell’analisi
riportata sopra, è stato utilizzato GTRAnalytics per
eseguire l’analisi sulla liquidità del mercato ed eliminare alcuni parametri dal calcolo degli AVA.
Fall 2014

- un’efficiente quantificazione degli AVA e degli
FVA;
- la distinzione tra prudent valuation adjustment e fair value adjustment al fine di evitare
double counting;
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- la riduzione dell’impatto in termini di capitale a seguito del calcolo degli AVA e degli
FVA;

di analizzare i dati contenuti nelle Trade Repository, attarverso funzionalità di interrogazione della
base dati e di reportistica. Con GTRAnalytics potranno essere calcolati i parametri di mercato come
le volatilità dei prezzi reali, le sacche di illiquidità
su tipologie di strumenti, inferire bid-ask spread,
etc., così da pervenire ad un appropriato calcolo
degli AVA e degli FVA.

- l’aggiornamento continuo su ogni nuova direttiva proveniente dalla normativa e dai regulators.
Vale la pena, infine, sottolineare l’importanza vitale di avere accesso ad una serie di dati di mercato
fino a poco tempo fa non disponibili. Ci riferiamo
in particolare ai dati relativi alle transazioni su contratti OTC registrati presso le Trade Repository, in
accordo con la regolamentazione EMIR in Europa
e Dodd-Frank in USA. Molti degli aggiustamenti
prudenziali richiesti sono possibili solo analizzando
questi dati.
La società Financial Machineries, del gruppo
Iason ltd, ha sviluppato un applicativo, GTRAnalytics (http://www.gtranalytics.com), che permette
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Advisory Research and Training in Finance
Concentric is a company specialized in the advisory, research and training in sales and finance. The company adopts a dynamic approach to
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Natural Gas
Statistical Arbitrage:
A systematic approach

The authors investigate the existence
of statistical arbitrage opportunities by
focusing on long-term pricing relationships between natural gas futures prices
and a portfolio of replicating assets
traded in equity markets. They use cointegration techniques in order to track persistent pricing equilibria, and they posit
that mispricing arises when natural gas
futures at the London ICE diverge from
the price of a replication portfolio composed by an ETC and an ETF invested
in natural gas. They verify that mispricing dynamics revert back to cointegrated
equilibria with predictable behavior, and
exploit this stylized fact by testing in
this commodity market trading strategies commonly used in equity markets.

arbitrage trading. Traders identified opportunities
using graphic analysis of trends and their reversion
between the prices of two assets with similar characteristics. Asset pairs were selected on the basis of
intuition, economic fundamentals, long term correlations, or simply past experience. By the end of last
millenium, the growing demand for models that
could correctly describe more sophisticated trading strategies led to the development of so-called
statistical arbitrage strategies. Statistical Arbitrage
(StatArb) could be described as the attempt to profit
from pricing inefficiencies identified using statistical models. The term StatArb was used for the
first time in the 1990s and remained widely used by
operators in financial markets until 2002. However,
by 2000 dramatic changes in market dynamics led
to weak performance of existing models and, consequently, StatArbs started to command less attention
in the market. According to Pole (2007), renowned
interest for them returned only in 2006, when more
accurate algorithms secured better results.
According to Burgess (1999a) and Bondarenko
(2003) a StatArb is a generalization of the traditional zero-risk or pure arbitrage. In the latter
case, gains are received with no possibility of losses.
Fair-price relationships between asset pairs with
identical cash-flows are constructed and pure arbitrage opportunities are identified when prices
deviate from these relationships. Instead, we refer
to StatArb as a zero-cost trading strategy for which
the expected payoff is positive, and the conditional
expected payoff in each final state of the economy
is nonnegative, in a finite-horizon economy. Many
authors, like Burgess (1999b), Elliot and Malcolm

Viviana FANELLI
Alberto LESCA
or years investors and speculators have
been interested in developing quantitative
methods and trading strategies in order
to exploit arbitrage opportunities arising
on financial markets. One of the first automated
trading strategies developed in the 1980s was called
‘Pairs Trading’. It tracked short term mispricings in
a pair of similar securities and exploited it through

F
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(2005), Do et al. (2006), Bertram (2009), Avellaneda
et al. [1] propose quantitative methods to exploit
statistical arbitrage opportunities on stock markets.
Construing StatArbs usually consists of three
steps:

pricing models such as CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model) and APT (Arbitrage Pricing Theory).
The point is that the noise or stochastic component in asset returns is common to many assets in
the market, so an appropriate combination of asset
prices can eliminate the effect of market-wide risk
factors. Consequently, combination dynamics are
affected only by asset specific component dynamics
that are potentially more predictable. In this context, according to Avellaneda et al. [1], we consider
a portfolio consisting of an ETC and an ETF invested in natural gas, that replicates the natural gas
value itself. The replication portfolio can be seen as
an asset that explains the systematic return component of natural gas, that is the return of risk-factors
associated with the market under consideration.
In a second step, we verify that mispricing dynamics fulfil predictability conditions. We employ
standard statistical tests for autoregressive, meanreverting and non random walks dynamics. In
particular, we refer to Burgess (1999a) and apply
variance ratio tests in order to verify the meanreverting behaviour of mispricing dynamics.
The third step of the methodology consists in
implementing the ‘s-score’ trading strategy developed by and applying Bollinger bands technique.

1. Synthetic assets are obtained as combinations
of existing assets in order to replicate the
value of a target asset or a target portfolio,
so that a statistical fair-price relationship is
obtained. The assets are selected in such a
way that deviations from the fair-price relationship, called statistical mispricings, have
potentially predictable components in their
dynamics. The mispricings have to exhibit a
strong mean-reversion;
2. Statistical arbitrage opportunities are identified through statistical estimates and forecasts
of changes in mispricing dynamics;
3. Appropriate trading rules are implemented
to profit.
This article aims to devise a general statistical
arbitrage methodology for trading on natural gas
markets. In particular we apply the trading strategy developed by Avellaneda et al. [1] by using
commodity sector ETCs and ETFs.
In the following section we illustrate the statistical arbitrage methodology, consisting of three steps:
the construction of a mispricing relationship, the
fulfilment of some predictability conditions, the implementation of trading rules. Next we discuss the
performance of the employed strategy. Finally, in
the last section concludes the article.

The Mispricing Portfolio of Natural Gas
We are interested in building a mispricing portfolio in which we consider the 1-month Natural Gas
Futures, traded on the Intercontinental Exchange
(ICE), as target commodity and we use an ETC
and an ETF for the replication porfolio, namely respectively Dow Jones-Ubs Natural Gas Subindex
(NGAS), issued by ETF Securities, and S&P GSCI
Commodity Index (GSCI), issued by iShares. The
data set consists of closing prices spanning from
September 2009 to June 2011.
From a theoretical point of view, given the target commodity with price Tt at a generic time t ≥ 0,
a synthetic asset with value Xt is constructed as
linear combination of similar assets, such that the
following statistical fair-price relationship among
variables holds

Synthetic Commodity Trading System
In this section we describe the synthetic commodity
trading system methodology adopted for building
a statistical arbitrage model.
In the first step we construct the so-called statistical mispricing portfolio following the cointegration approach described by Burgess (1999a). The
general procedure contemplates to individuate a
target commodity and select other assets whose
combination forms a replication portfolio of the
target commodity. Deviations between the target
commodity price and the replication portfolio value
represent statistical mispricings. The use of a price
combination instead of a single price has a financial
meaning. In fact, a price combination ia a relative
value, and, if chosen in an appropriate way, it can
be statistically independent of market-wide risks
and influenced only by commodity specific aspects.
This statement is at the basis of traditional asset

Tt = Et [ Tt |At ] = Xt ,

(1)

where At denotes the price vector of assets connected to the target commodity, and Et is the expectation conditional to all information available
at time t, including asset prices. It follows from
equation (1) that the statistical mispricing at time
t is given by the deviation from the fair-price relationship, as follows
Mt = Tt − Xt
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Variable
const
Ngas
Gsci

Coefficient
1.89115
4.09906
0.0298241

Std. Error
0.281404
0.222581
0.00707368

t-Statistic
6.720
18.42
4.216

Statistics
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Durbin-Watson statistic

0.451509
0.449087
0.385423
427.5491
439.9166
0.157131

Prob.
5.46e−011
6.06e−057
3.00e−05

TABLE 1: Cointegration regression for natural gas.

Mispricing dynamics can contain predictable
components that can be exploited on the basis of
statistical arbitrage trading strategies. The methodology most commonly adopted in order to construct series of statistical mispricings is based on
cointegration techniques. If we consider n assets
correlated with the target price, such that they share
the same common trend, a cointegration regression
is used to obtain asset linear combination coefficients. Linear combination coefficients constitute
the vector of cointegration. They are estimated by
regressing the set of historical prices Ait , i = 1, ..., n,
on the target price, such that
Xt = β 0 + ∑ β i Ait ,

i = 1, ..., n

n
dAi
dTt
= β 0 dt + ∑ β i i t + dMt ,
Tt
At
i =1

where ∑in=1 β i

(3)

where β i , i = 1, ..., n, are portfolio weights and
β 0 is a constant. Corresponding statistical mispricings are obtained by substituting (3) back into (2)
as follows

i = 1, ..., n,

Predictability investigation
In the previous subsection we have analysed the
long term relationship among selected assets. Now
we need to identify whether a predictability condition exists in our case. This condition can be seen
as goodness of forecasting the future dynamics of
the underlying assets. The autocorrelation function
of the mispricing time series is used to examine the
short term effects. As we can see from Figure 2,
autocorrelation coefficients with a value different
from zero indicate that the future value of time
series is related to the past value and hence the
presence of a predictable component is expected.
This means that there is statistical evidence of predictability. Future values of time series depend on
past values.
We look at results for unit root tests obtained
in the previous subsection in order to verify the
stationarity of the time series. The stationarity is
asserted by value −3.75029 of the ADF statistic test,

(4)

i

Mispricings can be considered as values of a
portfolio consisting of the assets { Tt , A1t , A2t , ..., Ant }
according to the weights {1, − β 1 , − β 2 , ..., − β n }.
At a generic time t, Mt also represents the excess value of the target price compared to the value
of the replication portfolio and it can be seen as
a stochastically de-trended version of the original
target price with respect to observed time series.
Hence, Mt behaves as a proxy of non-directly observed risk factors, which determine a stochastic
trend that is common to many market prices.
In fact, in this context, we can use the relationship obtained in equation (1) for writing the
stochastic equation of target asset return according
to (Avellaneda et al. [1]), that is:
Fall 2014

represents the systematic com-

ponent of the return, driven by returns of ETCs and
ETFs, and β 0 dt + dMi represents the idiosyncratic
component of the return.
We estimate equation (3) by carring out the
cointegration analysis in order to find coefficients
of the linear combination that replicates the Natural
Gas futures. Results of the cointegration regression
on 461 observations are shown in Table 1. The test
statistic of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test
for residuals is -3.75029 with a p-value of 0.04869,
so that a cointegration relationship is evidenced.
Statistical mispricing time series are plotted in Figure 1 .

i

Mt = Tt − β 0 − ∑ β i Ait ,

dAit
Ait

(5)
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FIGURE 3: Variance Ratio Function

even if acceptable, the high value of the p-value,
0.04869, could mean an absence of mean reversion.
A theoretical problem about the low power of classical statistical tests, like DF and ADF, to clearly identify prediction conditions is well known in econometrics field. Then, we use the more robust test
of Variance Ratio in order to verify if mispricing
dynamics deviate from the random walk behaviour
and mean revert. The variance ratio is defined as
the normalized ratio between a long term variance,
calculated over a generic period τ, and a single
period variance. A variance ratio greater than one
suggests that time series is positively serially correlated, so the variance ratio function is increasing
and there is a trending behavior of time series over
timescale τ1 < τ2 < .... On the contrary, a variance
ratio less than one suggests that return time series
is negatively serially correlated, the variance ratio
function is decreasing and time series has a mean
reverting behaviour. So we calculate the variance ratio over consecutive time periods τ1 < τ2 < ... and
obtain the variance ratio function. Its analysis allows us to find out a mean reverting nature. Figure
3 displays the Variance Ratio function of mispricing
relative to our analysis. It is a decreasing function,
with all values less than one. So, mispricing dynamics follow a mean-reverting process, asserting
the sure evidence of predictable components.
Thus, we can represent mispricing dynamics
through a Ornstein-Uhlembeck process:
dMt = α(m − Mt )dt + σdWt ,

M0 = M

We represent the Ornstein-Uhlembeck process in
discrete time in order to estimate the parameters
of (6). We use a first-order autoregressive model,
AR(1), on a time grid 0 = t0 , t1 , t2 , ... with time step
∆t = ti − ti−1 , so we have:
M (ti ) = c + bM(ti−1 ) + δe(ti ),

where coefficients c and b are estimated by using
the OLS regression and e(t) is a Gaussian white
noise e ∼ N (0, 1). Relations among variables of
equation (6) and equation (7) are the following:
c = m(1 − e−α∆t ),
b = e−α∆t ,
√
δ = σ ∆t.
Trading rules implementation
In this subsection we discuss the third step of our
methodology. We aim at investigating suitable trading rules that identify trading signals for opening
and closing positions in the market. We review the
‘s-score’ trading strategy described in [1] and test it
on natural gas data.
We introduce a new variable, called s-score, st :
st =

Mt − m
,
σeq

(8)

where Mt and m are respectively the mispricing
process and the mispricing long run mean, whereas
σeq is the equilibrium variance, that is
σ
σeq = √ .
aα

(6)

where α, m, and σ are positive constants, Wt is a
standard Wiener process, and M is the mispricing value at inception. Parameter α indicates the
speed of mean reversion, m is the long-run mean
value and σ the volatility of mispricing returns.
Fall 2014

(7)

The s-score measures the distance to equilibrium of the cointegrated residual in units of standard deviations. This means that it measures how
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Mispricing Portfolio Position
Open long position −sbo
Close long position −ssc
Open short position +sso
Close short positin +sbc

cutoff (std units)
-5
-1
5
1

TABLE 2: s-score cutoffs used in implementing the strategy.

where −sbo , +sso , +sbc and −ssc are the cutoffs of
the strategy.
Cutoff values that we plot in the Figure 4 are established taking into account qualitative and quantitative graphic analysis. More precisely, levels
that indicate to open or close a long position are
obtained from data corresponding to the average
of negative s-scores, while in the case of opening/closing a short position we calculate the average value of positive s-scores. We show s-score
cutoffs used in implementing our strategy in Table
2.

far away the target commodity is from the theoretical equilibrium value associated with our model.
We can say that the s-score represents a sort
of “ex-ante Sharpe Ratio", very useful for generating trading signals in the context of statistical
arbitrage. After plotting the calculated s-score time
series, and having analyzed the main levels that
have characterized past mispricings, we proceed
to empirically establish the trigger conditions used
for producing trading rules. Basically a long or
short position is opened when the s-score reaches a
fixed support/resistance, that is when mispricing
fluctuations show anomalous values. Conversely,
positions are closed when the s-score approaches
the long-term value. Opening a long position on
the underlying (mispricing portfolio) means, from
an operational point of view, to buy n-dollars of
the target commodity and at the same time sell
nβ i -dollars of the ETC/ETF and viceversa when a
position is closed; opposite transactions occur when
there is a short trade.
Summarizing, our basic trading signals based
on mean-reversion are

Performance
In this section we evaluate strategy profitability,
and we have to take into account the amount of
transaction costs that, however, have not easily standardized quantification. We must consider that
statistical arbitrage operativity is placed in a context of proprietary trading, where there is a high
level of customization commission profiles which
can apply to professional operators, based on their
level of operations. Furthermore, it is known that
there exists an absolute discretion about details of
transactions undertaken in the trading rooms of
institutional investors and therefore it is not easy to
have information about them. Gatev et al. [10] however conduct empirical tests of statistical arbitrage

- buy to open if st < −sbo
- sell to open if st > +sso
- close short position if st < +sbc
- close long position st > −ssc .
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strategies applied to equity universe and prove their
profitability even considering transaction costs.
We use the following formula in order to calculate the performance, Rt , of the strategy at time
t:
R t = Mt

∆Mt
− c|∆Mt |
Tt + Xt

values very close to the long run s-score mean
value.
We also need to mention risk management activity that has to be monitored when the s-score
goes out of the external cutoff levels. In this case,
the risk-management has to decide the threshold
levels for closing the position.
Finally, we present a further analysis of the sscore plot coupling a known indicator of technical
analysis: the Bollinger bands. Bollinger bands are
here used to test the validity of trading signals. This
indicator is fundamentally based on the volatility
of the underlying. Given two positive factor G and
F, we first calculate the G-period moving average of
the underlying s-score, and then we add/subtract
the standard deviation of the calculated moving
average, multiplied by F. In this way we obtain the
Bollinger bands.
We can slightly vary parameters G and F, but
according to the theory the more appropriate value
are the following:

(9)

where ∆Mt = Mt − Mt−1 , Tt is the target commodity price and Xt the replication portfolio value, and
c is the percentage transaction cost.
The first member of the equation (9) corresponds to the proportional change in the mispricing with respect to the total size of portfolio components, that is the value of the target asset plus
the value of the synthetic asset; the second part of
the equation allows to take into account transaction costs that incur in cases of opening/closing
positions, they are costs proportional to the time
variation of the mispricing value. More specifically,
we condense in the term c an estimate of any cost of
slippage, rolling, bid-ask spread and short selling
in relation to the ETC/ETF used in the replicating
portfolio, together with the management fees accrued according to the holding time. In this paper
we set transaction cost value at 0.3%.
Furthermore, we introduce an indicator that describes the risk associated to the variability of generated profits: the well-known Sharpe Ratio (Sharpe,
1966). It measures the so-called "risk-adjusted return", that is the profitability per unit of risk. In
the context of StatArb, the Sharpe Ratio, SRt , is calculated as the ratio of the annualized mean return
over annualized return standard deviation:
SRt = r

1
n

∑nt=1 Rt

∑nt=1 [ Rt − n1 ∑nt=1 Rt ]
n

2

- G = 20 and F = 2 Valid in general;
- G = 10 and F = 1.9 Valid in the context of
short-term trading;
- G = 50 and F = 2.1 Valid in the context of
medium-/long-term trading.
We can therefore plot three bands:
- Middle band obtained by using the G-period
moving average;
- Upper band obtained by adding to the moving average F-times its standard deviation;
- Lower band obtained by subtracting from the
moving average F-times the standard deviation.

(10)

Therefore if bands are distant, there is a market
phase characterized by high volatility, by contrast,
if the space between bands is tight, there is a low
volatility in the market. Finally, if bands converge,
it means that the volatility is decreasing, on the
contrary, volatility increases if bands diverge. From
an operative point of view, the Bollinger Bands give
signals of buying and selling when the following
conditions take place:

Sharpe Ratios obtained by applying the described s-score trading strategy to natural gas market are high:
- The annualized Sharpe Ratio of the year 2009
is 2.39;
- The annualized Sharpe Ratio of the year 2010
is 2.47;

- There is a sell signal when the s-score line
crosses upwards the upper band and then
cross it again; this corresponds to a rapid increase in the s-score and its subsequent slowdown or adjustment;

- The annualized Sharpe Ratio of the year 2011
is 2.35.
It will be obviously up to the strategy operator
to assess the trade-off existing between the choice
of cutoff values and transaction costs, such as in the
case of the choice of a particularly aggressive strategy that involves numerous entries/exits in/from
the market. In this latter case, cutoffs would have
Fall 2014

- There is a buy signal when the s-score line
goes out of the lower band and then enter it
again, that is the s-score very quickly drops
to a stop and possibly reverses the trend.
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FIGURE 5: Natural Gas Bollinger Bands

Actually, this indicator considered alone can
generate false signals in some cases, for example
when the s-score line touches the lower band, giving a buy signal, but it continues its downward
trend. For this reason it is recommended to use
other indicators in order to test the band behavior. When two or more indicators confirm the band
behavior, the signal takes on greater significance.
In our case we apply Bollinger bands together
with cutoffs, so that we can compare trading signals
obtained with both of the strategies. In Figure 5
we show the Bolliger Bands strategy. The s-score
NGas Close represents the s-score time series, the sscore MM20 represents the 20-day moving average,
the s-score BB+ is the upper band obtained using
a factor F = 2 and s-score BB- is the lower band
obtained using the same F. We also show cutoff
lines in the same picture, and comparing trading
signals obtained by the two strategies we can see
that one strategy confirms the other one.

that shows excellent performances. The adopted
approach is essentially an extension of the "relative value" concept, closely related to that of cointegration, and it is justified by the fact that asset
prices are potentially more predictable when they
are analyzed in combination rather than in individual terms. This perspective represents a significant
improvement of the standard pairs trading, because
it aims at modelling the relationships between more
than two underlyings. If pairs trading is based on
the existence of pairs of similar assets, the basis of
our work is to build “synthetic” couples starting
from a combination of more assets. This means that
certain assets are weakly redundant in the market,
so any deviation of their price from a cointegrated
asset price linear combination is expected to be temporary and therefore subject to the phenomenon of
mean reversion. The starting point is obviously a
careful analysis of underlying historical time series,
because it allows the construction and identification
of asset combinations characterized by a predictable
component that can be exploited in a context of statistical arbitrage.

Conclusions
The goal of this paper is to verify the implementability and profitability of a statistical arbitrage strategy
having as underlying financial instruments related
to commodities, in particular we deal with natural gas market. We propose a statistical arbitrage
methodology in order to build a trading strategy

In particular, we apply a trading strategy proposed by Avellaneda et al. [1], and we find a very
promising result. This suggests more research is
indicated in this direction, in particular statistical
arbitrage opportunities can be investigated in other
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commodity markets and new and complicated trading rules can be developed.
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Monetary Measurement of
Risk: a Critical Overview
Part III: Convex Risk Measures

Recall that in part I Andrea Roncoroni
and Lionel Lecesne provided the general definition of a monetary measure of
risk and developed the example of VaR.
In part II they discussed the consistency
of coherent risk measures and showed
that subadditivity might not be an adequate requirement for a monetary risk
measure. In the present paper, Lionel
Lecesne introduces and explores the class
of convex measures of risk, suggested in
the literature as a response to the shortcomings of coherent risk measures. In
particular, the author explains how convex risk measures offer a solution to the
problem posed by liquidity risk. Finally,
he introduces the Aumann-Shapley economic capital allocation rule developed
by Tsanakas (2009) and provides a comparison based on a coherent and a convex risk measure, respectively Expected
Shortfall and the entropic risk measure.

and subadditivity. We briefly recall the axioms of
coherence below for the reader’s convenience.
Let X be a given space of random variables and
let ρcoh : X → R denote any coherent measure of
risk. Then, for any pair of positions X, Y ∈ X , ρcoh
satisfies:
- Positive Homogeneity (PH): for any λ ≥ 1,
ρcoh (λX ) = λρcoh ( X );
- Subadditivity (SUB):
ρcoh ( X ) + ρcoh (Y ).

≤

We provided some arguments explaining why coherence may be a too stringent requirement for a
financial risk metric (Lecesne and Roncoroni, 2014).
In particular, we developed an example based on
VaR supporting the idea that a merger may create additional risk, which is in contradiction with
subadditivity.
A further argument frequently invoked against
coherence is liquidity risk. Recall that market liquidity risk refers to the inability of trading an asset
with immediacy at current market prices (refer to
Lecesne and Roncoroni (2013) for further details).
In practice, it means that a trader who wants to
liquidate (purchase) a portfolio is exposed to liquidity risk if the market is not deep enough to avoid
the price to move during the execution of the order.
Hence Föllmer and Schied (2002) and Frittelli and
Rosazza-Gianin (2002) point out that coherence is
incompatible with liquidity risk: due to this latter,
risk should increase in a nonlinear manner with size
of the position and not in a linear one as suggested
by positive homogeneity.
As positive homogeneity and subadditivity can
no longer be retained, Föllmer and Schied (2002)

Lionel LECESNE
n Part II of this series of papers devoted to financial risk measurement, we introduced the
class of coherent risk measures, defined as the
set of monetary measures of risk satisfying the two
additional requirements of positive homogeneity

I
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FIGURE 1: Classification of Monetary Measures of Risk.

Definition 2. For a fixed parameter β > 0, the entropic
risk measure is a functional ρ β X → R defined by

and Frittelli and Rosazza-Gianin (2002) suggest to
replace these axioms by a single convexity requirement. Convexity states that the risk of a blended position is lower than the blend of the individual risk
outputs, which signifies that diversification does
not create additional risk. This discussion leads to
the following definition of convex risk measures:

ρ β ( X ) :=

i
h
1
log E e− βX ,
β

for any X ∈ X .

(1)

Tsanakas (2009) points out that for positively
dependent positions X, Y ∈ X , the entropic risk
measure becomes superadditive, which formally
corresponds to the property ρ β ( X + Y ) ≥ ρ β ( X ) +
ρ β (Y ). Also, he deplores that this measure is superadditive even when dependence is weak, meaning
that there is no diversification benefit at all. In
our view, this property might on the contrary be
rather beneficial as it warns the portfolio holder that
when the assets are correlated, the total amount of
economic capital that is required may be more significant than simply the sum of the individual risk
outcomes. Furthermore, if Y = X in the above property, we get ρ β (2X ) ≥ 2ρ β ( X ) which is consistent
with intuitions on liquidity risk as doubling the size
of a position then increases risk by more than twice.
We conclude this part with an axiomatic classification of all monetary measures of risk that have
been discussed from part I of this crash-course. Before going further on this matter, let us introduce
the next proposition which concerns the class of
coherent measures of risk:

Definition 1. Let ρ : X → R be a given monetary
measure of risk. Then, ρ is a convex measure of risk if
for any pair of positions X, Y ∈ X it satisfies the convexity requirement given by:
- Convexity (CV): for any θ ∈ [0, 1],
ρ (θX + (1 − θ ) Y ) ≤ θρ ( X ) + (1 − θ ) ρ (Y ).
In the sequel, any convex measure of risk will be denoted
by ρcv .
Notice that a monetary measure of risk ρ is normalized if ρ (0) = 0. The next proposition shows
that any convex measure of risk that is normalized
authorizes to take liquidity risk into consideration
since it is then positively superhomogeneous, meaning that upscaling a position increases risk in a
more than proportional way.
Proposition 1. Let ρcv be a normalized convex measure of risk. Then, for any X ∈ X and any λ ≥ 1,
ρcv (λX ) ≥ λρcv ( X ).
Proof. Refer to Appendix.

Proposition 2. Any coherent measure of risk is convex.

A popular example of convex measure of risk
is given by the entropic risk measure, which was first
introduced by Gerber (1974) in the framework of insurance premium calculation and then extensively
treated by Föllmer and Schied (2002) for financial
markets.

Proof. Refer to Appendix.
Figure 1 provides a summarizing representation
of all subclasses of monetary measures of risk previously discussed. By increasing order, observe that
spectral risk measures are included in the set of
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Definition 4. Given a cash-flow X ∈ X , a monetary
measure of risk ρ is Gateaux differentiable at X if the
limit

coherent risk measures which is itself a subset of
convex measures of risk. Some remarks may be
established from this figure:
- Expected Shortfall is the only risk metric belonging to all risk measures classes;

Dρ (Y; X ) := lim

h &0

exists for all Y ∈ X and if the mapping Y → Dρ (Y; X )
is a linear bounded functional. Then, Dρ (Y; X ) is
called the Gateaux derivative of ρ at X in the direction
of Y.

- Expected Shortfall and the entropic risk measure are both convex but only Expected Shortfall is also coherent. For this reason it is often
interesting to compare the outputs of these
two measures applied to the same position;

Given an aggregate cash-flow and a monetary
risk measure, we now introduce the AumannShapley allocation rule which allocates economic
capital according to the contribution of each subportfolio to aggregate risk.

- Finally, remark that VaR does not belong to
any of the subsets of monetary measures of
risk; this raises the question of why this risk
metric is so widely used in the financial industry if it is so far from "standards".

Definition 5. Let X ∈ X be a given aggregate cashflow and ρ a monetary measure of risk that is Gateaux
differentiable at θX, θ ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the AumannShapley allocation rule is a map Ψρ (.; X ) : X → R
defined by

Economic Capital Allocation using the
Aumann-Shapley Rule
Once the issue of economic capital determination
is resolved, a second question arises of how to allocate optimally the amount between the different subportfolios. In this section we introduce a
possible answer to this problem referred to as the
Aumann-Shapley economic capital allocation rule,
dealt with in Tsanakas (2009). We then develop
this mechanism for the entropic risk measure and
for Expected Shortfall, which are known to be respectively convex and coherent. Before deriving
economic capital allocation for the particular risk
measures that we just putted forward, let us provide some insights on economic capital allocation
via the Aumann-Shapley rule. To this end, consider
an aggregate portfolio composed of i ∈ N subportfolios each yielding a random cash-flow Xi ∈ X .
Then, the aggregate portfolio’s cash-flow is given
by X = ∑i Xi . Given a monetary measure of risk
ρ, the economic capital allocation problem consists
to assign to each subposition an optimal amount
Ci ∈ R such that ∑i Ci = ρ ( X ). A formal definition
of the capital allocation problem is provided below:

Ψ ρ ( Xi ; X ) : =

Z 1
0

Dρ ( Xi ; θX ) dθ,

(2)

where Xi ∈ X is the cash-flow of any subposition of X.
In the following, we compare the outputs of
the Aumann-Shapley allocation rule applied to a
given aggregate portfolio when two different risk
measures are considered. In particular, we choose
Expected-Shortfall and the entropic risk measure
as these measures are respectively coherent and
convex.
Let X ∈ X be the cash-flow of a given aggregate portfolio and Y ∈ X the cash-flow of any
subposition. We assume that X and Y are normally
distributed with mean µ Z and standard deviation
σZ , Z ∈ { X; Y }. Also, covariance between X and Y
is given by cov ( X, Y ) = σX σY r, where r ∈ [−1, 1]
denotes the correlation coefficient.
Let us first derive the Aumann-Shapley allocation rule when the risk metric is the entropic risk
measure:
Proposition 3. Let ρ β denote the entropic risk measure
with fixed β > 0 as defined by (1). Then, the AumannShapley allocation rule is given by

Definition 3. Let X ∈ X be a given aggregate cashflow and Xi ∈ X the cash-flow of any subposition. For
a fixed monetary risk measure ρ : X → R, the economic
capital allocation problem consists to find a linear map
Ψρ (.; X ) : X → R such that ∑i Ψρ ( Xi ; X ) = ρ ( X ).

1
Ψρ β (Y; X ) = −µY + βσX σY r.
2

(3)

Proof. Refer to Appendix.

The Aumann-Shapley rule is a particular economic capital allocation mechanism based on the
contribution to aggregate risk of the subportfolios.
A necessary tool to derive the Aumann-Shapley
rule is the Gateaux derivative that we recall below:
Fall 2014

ρ ( X + hY ) − ρ ( X )
h

Remark that when the risk measure is entropic,
the amount allocated to the subportfolio depends
on the expected subportfolio’s cash-flow and on the
covariance between the aggregate cash-flow and
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r = 0.5

Ψ ρ β ( Π1 )

ΨρES (Π1 )

Ψ ρ β ( Π2 )

ΨρES (Π2 )

σ1 = 0.05, σ2 = 0.2
σ1 = 0.1, σ2 = 0.2
σ1 = 0.2, σ2 = 0.2

28.64
66.14
173.21

5.13
10.25
20.5

114.56
132.29
173.21

20.5
20.5
20.5

α

α

TABLE 1: Aumann-Shapley Economic Capital Allocation (in dollars) based on the entropic risk measure ( Ψρ β (.)) and on Expected
Shortfall (ΨρES (.)).
α

the subportfolio’s cash-flow. An increase of the
expected subportfolio’s cash-flow leads to a reduction of the amount allocated to this subportfolio.
Also, if aggregate and subportfolio’s cash-flows are
positively correlated, an increase of the volatility of
the subposition’s cash-flow raises economic capital
allocated to this latter.
First recall that for any X ∈ X , Expected Shortfall with confidence level α ∈ [0, 1] is defined by
R1
ESα [ X ] := 1−1 α α FX−1 (1 − u) du, where FX denotes
the cumulative distribution function of X. The next
proposition provides the Aumann-Shapley allocation rule when the considered risk measure is Expected Shortfall.

the total number of units of asset i held. Then,
the cash-flows of the subpositions are given by
Πi := qi Xi . In the sequel, we are concerned with
the allocation of economic capital among the subportfolios, knowing that price changes of both assets have different probability distributions. Indeed, we assume that price changes Xi are normally distributed with mean µi and variance σi2
and that the covariance between X1 and X2 is given
by cov ( X1 , X2 ) = σ1 σ2 r, r ∈ [−1, 1].
The next proposition provides the AumannShapley allocation rule when two different risk
metrics are considered, namely the entropic risk
measure and Expected Shortfall:

Proposition 4. Let ρES
α denote Expected Shortfall with
fixed confidence level α ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the AumannShapley allocation rule is given by


Z 1
σY r
−1
Φ (1 − u) du ,
ΨρES
(Y; X ) = − µY +
α
1−α α
(4)
where Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function
of a standard normal random variable.

Proposition 5. Given the aggregate cash-flow Π, the
Aumann-Shapley allocation rule is given by
Ψ ρ β ( Πi ; Π ) =
q
1
− qi µi + βrqi σi q2i σi2 + 2qi q j σi σj r + q2j σj2
2

(5)

when economic capital is assessed using the entropic risk
measure, and by

Proof. Refer to Appendix.

ΨES
ρα ( Πi ; Π ) =


Z 1
σr
− qi µi + i
Φ−1 (1 − u) du
1−α α

When the risk measure is Expected Shortfall,
even if the allocation rule also depends on the expected subportfolio’s cash-flow, strinking is to observe that the covariance between the aggregate
cash-flow and the subposition’s cash-flow is not
considered. Only the volatility of the subportfolio’s cash-flow and the correlation coefficient are
taken into account, meaning that one source of risk,
namely the volatility of the aggregate cash-flow, is
overshadowded in comparison to the entropic case.

(6)

when Expected Shortfall is the risk measure, where Πi
denotes the cash-flow of subposition i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. Refer to Appendix.
We may now proceed to a numerical application. To this end, assume that each subportfolio
is composed of 100 units of the considered asset,
hence q1 = q2 = 100. Let the cash-flows of assets 1 and 2 have mean µ1 = µ2 = 0. We will
consider three values of the volatility of the cashflow of asset 1, given by σ1 = {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}, while
the volatility of the cash-flow of asset 2 is equal to
σ2 = 0.2. Also, it is assumed that the correlation
coefficient between the two assets is r = 0.5. We fix
the parameter β of the entropic risk measure equal
to 1 and the confidence level α of Expected Shortfall equal to 0.95. Hence, it is easily verified that
R 1 −1
1
(1 − u) du h −2.05. Table 1 compares
1− α α Φ

Numerical Application
Let us now consider the case of a portfolio composed of two different assets indexed by i = {1, 2}.
Let qi ∈ R denote the number of assets of type i
held in the portfolio and let Xi ∈ X denote the price
change of asset i over a given time interval. Then,
the aggregate cash-flow, denoted Π, is defined by
Π : = ∑ i q i Xi .
Assume the aggregate portfolio is split in two
subportfolios qi , i ∈ {1, 2}, each corresponding to
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the allocations of economic capital among portfolios when the entropic risk measure and Expected
Shortfall are considered.
Three important remarks can be established
from Table 1:

a linear way when risk is assessed using Expected Shortfall;
The previous observations conduct us to conclude that the entropic risk measure may perform
better than Expected Shortfall for the purposes
of risk assessment and economic capital allocation. Indeed, the entropic risk measure leads to an
Aumann-Shapley allocation that takes the volatility
of all assets into consideration, thus displaying a
more conservative behavior than Expected Shortfall.

1. Economic capital is always more significant
when assessed with the entropic risk measure
than with Expected Shortfall. This is partly
due to the fact that the entropic risk measure
takes the volatility of both assets into account
while Expected Shortfall only considers one
source of volatility;
2. Even if the volatility of asset 2 is constant,
the economic capital allocated to portfolio 2
increases with the volatility of asset 1 when
the risk measure is entropic, while it does not
when risk is assessed with Expected Shortfall;
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APPENDIX
Appendix.
Proof of Proposition 1. Assume that X contains the constants. For a fixed λ ≥ 1, define θ := λ1 ∈ (0, 1]
and consider the positions 0, λX ∈ X . Then, λρcv ( X ) = λρcv (θλX + (1 − θ ) 0) and by convexity of ρcv ,
λρcv ( X ) ≤ λ [θρcv (λX ) + (1 − θ ) ρcv (0)]. Finally, the result follows by ρcv (0) = 0.
Proof of Proposition 2. Let ρcoh be a given coherent risk measure. For any X, Y ∈ X and θ ∈ [0, 1],
subadditivity of ρcoh ensures that ρcoh (θX + (1 − θ ) Y ) ≤ ρcoh (θX ) + ρcoh ((1 − θ ) Y ) . Then, applying
positive-homogeneity to the right-hand side of last inequality leads to the desired result.
Proof of Proposition 3. Let us first compute ρ β (θX + ιY ) and ρ β (θX ) to establish the Gateaux deriva
 
tive of ρ β at θX in the direction of Y. It is well-known that when X ∼ N µ, σ2 , then E eX =
n
o
exp µ + 21 σ2 . Hence, as − β (θX + ιY ) is normally distributed with mean − β (θµ X + ιµY ) and vari

ance β2 θ 2 σX2 + 2θισX σY r + ι2 σY2 , it follows that ρ β (θX + ιY ) − ρ β (θX ) = −ιµY + 12 β 2θισX σY r + ι2 σY2 .
Dividing by ι and taking the limit when ι → 0 yields
Dρ β (Y; X ) = −µY + βθσX σY r.
As a final step, integrating this last result with respect to θ over [0, 1] leads to the desired Aumann-Shapley
allocation rule given by (3).
Proof of Proposition
4. For any normal random
variable with mean µ X and variance σX2 , recall


σX R 1 −1
ES
that ρα ( X ) = − µ X + 1−α α Φ (1 − u) du . Let f be defined by f (ι; θ ) := ρES (θX + ιY ) and let
E [.] and Var [.] denote respectively expectation and variance. Then, the reader may easily verify that
E [θX + ιY ] = θµ X + ιµY and that Var [θX + ιY ] = θ 2 σX2 + 2θισX σY r + ι2 σY2 . Hence,



1/2 Z 1
f (ι; θ ) = − θµ X + ιµY + θ 2 σX2 + 2θισX σY r + ι2 σY2
Φ−1 (1 − u) du .
α

The Gateaux derivative of ρES
α at θX in the direction of Y is then equal to the derivative of f at ι = 0, which
is given by


Z 1
σ r
Φ−1 (1 − u) du .
f ι0 (0; θ ) = − µY + Y
1−α α
Finally, this last equation corresponds to the Aumann-Shapley allocation rule since it does not depend on θ
and is thus indifferent to integration over [0, 1].
Proof of Proposition 5. We first derive the Aumann-Shapley allocation of subpositions q1 and q2 when
the risk measure is entropic. Following equation (3), it is given by
q
q
1
Ψρ β (Πi ; Π) = − E [Πi ] + βr Var [Πi ] Var [Π],
2
where E [.] and Var [.] denote respectively expectation and variance. Obviously, E [Πi ] = qi µi and
Var [Πi ] = q2i σi2 . The computation of the variance of Π requires more calculations:
h
i

2
Var [Π] = E q2i Xi2 + 2qi q j Xi X j + q2j X 2j − E qi Xi + q j X j where i, j ∈ {1, 2} with i 6= j.
By linearity of the expectation and using the König-Huygens formula, i.e. that for any random variable
 
X, Var [ X ] = E X 2 − E [ X ]2 , we get Var [Π] = q2i σi2 + 2qi q j σi σj r + q2j σj2 . Replacing in the Aumann-Shapley
allocation formula leads to the desired result. When the risk metric is given by Expected Shortfall, following
equation ??eq:Aumann Shapley Rule Expected Shortfall), the Aumann-Shapley rule is given by
!
p
Z
r Var [Πi ] 1 −1
ES
Ψ ρα ( Πi ; Π ) = − E [ Πi ] +
Φ (1 − u) du .
1−α
α
As E [Πi ] = qi µi and Var [Πi ] = q2i σi2 , for any i ∈ {1, 2} the result follows immediately.
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